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Summer 2018

art
pain is to go out and about with friends. Fill
up the car and follow an art tour or explore
the delights of downtown Belleville, Consecon, or Warkworth. Cynthia Peters returns with
the story of Cassis in The County, a collaboration of Popham Farm’s black currants and
Kinsip House of Fine Spirits. Konrad’s been
playing his Gilbert and Sullivan records again
and has come up with “a little list” of recommended watering holes all over The County,
if you need a coffee, breakfast, lunch or dinner or somewhere to stay, this is the article for
you. Orbi’s concerned about driverless cars,
not just their tendency to crash or burst into
flames, but their effect on employment. Music features strongly in this issue with Keeping
Music Live, a visit to Westben and coverage of
PEC Classical Music Festival, and the Jamboree. Sandor Johnson from Potter Settlement
Winery single handedly takes on the government protesting against the rise in the price of
special occasion permits, which he feels could
threaten the very existence of small local village cultural events and festivals that are the
life blood of this magazine. Let’s hope not.

Suddenly the grass went from drab to bright
green, was eight inches tall and needed cutting twice a week, but I am happy Helios
is back at work. Summer is the time to get
out and about and we have lots in this issue
to tempt you, the new Carbon Gallery in Picton, the expanded Maison Depoivre Gallery
at Loch Sloy, and the Rednersville Road and
PEC Studio Tours, a trip on Highway 7 and
Art in the County. In fact we’ve had to add
sixteen more pages to fit it all in. For butter
tart aficionados we cover the Butter Tart Tour.
The price of gas hurts the deepest wallet and
new contributor Jef Kohlsmith has some gas
saving advice. Another way to minimise the

Enjoy.
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SLIDE
INTO
SUMMER
at Quinte Mall

Visit our 125 stores and services
including: Roots, SoftMoc,
Eddie Bauer, Salon You, Cineplex,
Shoppers Drug Mart, Old Navy,
Le Château and more.
For a complete list of retailers visit:

QUINTEMALL.COM

SHOP: MON - FRI / 9:30 AM - 9 PM
SAT / 9:30 AM - 6 PM & SUN / 11 AM - 5 PM
390 NORTH FRONT ST, BELLEVILLE, ON
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Hiding in plain sight…
a visit to Reid’s Dairy
BY JEFF KEARY

ur ancestors domesticated cattle about ten and half thousand
years ago, and though I pour
their bovine bounty liberally
over my cereal most days of
the week, I must admit that I have never given much thought to the process of how the
milk actually finds its way to my fridge. I
do not know how many times I’ve driven up
and down Belleville’s Bell Boulevard in the
last ten or so years and paid scant regard to
the complex at north-west end. Announced
by some sci-fi looking silver cylinders, in
combination with elements that appear to be
arrested in mid development to an outpost of
Disney Land, sits Reid’s Dairy. I’m to meet
Dave Franks and owner Stephen Quickert.
Uncharacteristically early, I take a stroll
around, discovering a mini supermarket that
stocks quality frozen ready-meals, local artisanal cheese and also dispenses ice cream.
A steady stream of people drop in for an ice
cream, or a shake. Outside, benches are occupied with folks enjoying their choice in
the sunshine, which has been a rare visitor
in recent times.

O

An empty red coloured booth beckons and as
I await my interviewees, my mind begins to
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wander. There’s a lot of red about “Is red,”
comes in to my head and my alter ego, the
Scrabble player takes over, churning out ,
“Aries desir’d”, “dry dairies,” (hopefully not!),
and “I ride drays”, all anagrams of Reid’s Dairy.
Advertising Dave‘s presence, his English tone
interrupts my reverie; naturally the first topic
of conversation is soccer. My suspicion that
the south London accent might indicate loyalty
to the blue team proves correct, but fortunately
Stephen’s arrival curtails too much jubilation
re the outcome of the FA Cup Final. Stephen
looks like he just crawled out from under a
car, or more likely the innards of a machine of
some kind, he has the demeanour of a leader,
not a boss. Back to the matter in hand, the
conversation switches to the bane of small
business, the ever changing diet of government
legislation and unintended consequences
thereof. Like the minimum wage increase,
potentially a good idea in the long term, but
which has eroded the differentials. It is feared
the recent election promises a whole new raft
of paperwork. Reid’s are always looking to
develop new products and my mentioning
of saffron sets wheels whirling in Stephen’s
mind, he speculates whether it might appeal
to the Asian market. I’m astonished to learn

that they already export frozen yogurt to India,
so the idea is not so far-fetched. Innovation,
combined with quality, has been the recipe for
Reid’s on going success.
“Who first thought of selling milk in plastic
bags?” I enquire. It appears Canadians can take
credit for this. In the late 60s, Dupont invented a
thin clear plastic film that could be used to store
milk. Over time this began to replace glass
bottles, which were both fragile and heavy,
adding to costs. Economics aren’t the whole
story: the wider implementation of the metric
system favoured plastic bags as they could be
resized to meet new volume requirements more
easily than other forms of packaging.
Time for the factory visit. In the quiet of the
board room I’m given a white coat, equipped
with two face masks, one for my head and
the other for the facial hair, clown like yellow
protective toe caps attach to my footwear and
off we go. Through a door, down a couple of
flights of industrial stairs and we are into a
different world. It’s very, very busy, convoys of
crates stacked five or six high race about packed
with milk propelled by tracks in the floor. It’s
noisy, but not deafening and warm but not yet
too hot. Everywhere is decorated with signs

bearing messages encouraging safe working
practices. Attention to cleanliness is manifest
with much spraying of hot water, or maybe even
steam which adds humidity to the atmosphere.
Milk arrives from the farm in refrigerated
tankers and is checked for temperature
and pathogens. Butter fat is extracted in a
separator which is a form of centrifuge and the
appropriate amount is blended back in to the
milk to produce the different grades we find in
bags in the supermarket. By law of 1938, milk
is pasteurized to destroy salmonella and E.coli.
Pasteurized milk remains an excellent source
of protein, vitamins A, C and D, riboflavin,
phosphorous, thiamine and B12.
Reid’s boasts a hundred and eight year
history, and is proud to remain not only
owned and operated by the Quickert family,
with Stephen as president, but also the largest
privately owned dairy in Canada and takes
great pride in sourcing ingredients from
local suppliers and dairy farmers. Indeed
the operation can claim responsibility for
the development of the surrounding stores,
restaurants and shopping opportunities.
Now the business is fully integrated into
the local community supporting charitable
causes such as Relay for Life, United
Way, Pedal for Hope, the Canadian Cancer
Society and Gleaner’s Food bank, to name
a few. Over $200,000 was donated to
Belleville General Hospital’s Oncology
wing. Continued success is attributed to the
ability to deliver affordable products without
diminishing quality: they are immensely
proud of retaining the loonie shake.
Credit too is given to the location with its easy
access to Toronto and Montreal and to the Bay
of Quinte region, that has much to offer those
seeking a life style encompassing the creative
arts, fine dining, festivals, and leisure pursuits
on waterfront trails or conservation areas.
Time to go, business cards are exchanged,
Dave and Stephen’s offer a free ice cream,
which I’m glad to accept. In reciprocation,
I share an idea, Cleopatra was not the only
person to bathe in milk, apparently so does
Mariah Carey. Now at a hundred and fifty
litres a tub full, that’s a marketing opportunity!
For more information about Reid’s Dairy call Bill
Hanna 613.967.1970 or see www.reidsdairy.com
For more information about relocating or
starting a business in the Bay of Quinte contact
Chris King on 613.966.0113 or
www.quintedevelopment.com
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BUILT FOR
SUCCESS
When a history of enterprise unites with opportunities today,
you’re built for success. That’s the Bay of Quinte.
A strategic location between Montreal and Toronto and close to the US border, a skilled
workforce, inexpensive building sites and assets for your supply chain from agriculture to
packing, warehousing, shipping and more. Add a skilled workforce and support from our
economic development team – and you have a rare combination poised to deliver your success.

Discover the advantages, incentives
and opportunities – call today!
1-866-961-7990
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QUINTEDEVELOPMENT.COM

info@quintedevelopment.com

DOWNTOWN BELLEVILLE
It’s been quite a while since Grapevine Magazine took a stroll round downtown Belleville,
almost three years in fact. Just as the construction began, with those dire warnings that the
cure may be worse than the disease, we discussed four small businesses. Where are they
now and what’s happened since? As the works
approach their final stages, are those green
shoots of recovery going to take hold or will
they prove illusory? Time for another look.
Well, it certainly appears a lot more attractive,
with an intricate decorative paving scheme
interweaved with free parking spaces. The
street scene is punctuated with planters populated with young trees and blooming flowers, contributing to an atmosphere that is both
welcoming and inviting of exploration.
Only one of the businesses we featured in 2015
jumped ship, Gourmet Diem relocated to bigger
and better premises and the Mini G Grocery has
unfortunately ceased to trade, though the good
news is that it was replaced by a pet shop. Sans
Souci, Steven Licence, Fit Body Boot Camp,
La Maison d’Eva, Kate’s Kitchen, Gallery 121,
Funk and Gruven, L’Elle Couture and the Belleville Art Association have all toughed it out.
Though Greg Sheridan of Sans Souci, is not
afraid to admit that it was a difficult time.

Reinvented

Resilience is certainly to be celebrated
in the downtown, and first among equals
would be Steven Licence, which has been
selling and servicing bicycles for one hundred years. Remarkably for ninety-five of
those years it has remained a family owned
business, which it should be noted established itself in less than ideal circumstances in the fall of 1918 as WW1 was ending.
Belleville citizens are also indebted to the
Licence family for rescuing the Regent
Theatre building from demolition and their
later agreeing to sell it to Mark Rashotte.
How much the culturally richer are we for
that fortunate development?
In comparison the Belleville Art Association
is a mere stripling at sixty years of age and
must be one of the oldest artist run collectives in Ontario, if not Canada. Gallery 121,
has passed its quarter century and offers
new exhibitions every six weeks. Art Walks
are scheduled encompassing approximately
twenty participating locations on July 19,
August 9, and September 13, and promise to be a “sensory feast” with live music
and opportunities to try your hand at collage, sketching or water colours. Especially mouth watering speciality dishes will be
available for sale at local restaurants.

Summerfest & Markets in the Village takes
place on July 28 offering inspired appetisers
from participating restaurants, free fitness and
yoga classes, sidewalk markets, live music and
horse-drawn trolley rides: fun for all the family.
What does the future hold? It’s hoped the
downtown regeneration will continue to pick
up momentum with the conversion of the upper
levels of Century Place into residential units,
and in time The Pinnacle development will add
eighty units to the downtown population.
Even more to celebrate are the new businesses
moving in, Lafferty’s Crossings Men’s Wear,
and Up Front Gallery, a furniture and interior
décor store opened in August 2017, to be joined
most recently by Bourbon & Bean Handshake
Society, a café by day and whiskey bar by night.
The Village now offers an appealing mix of
individual shopping experiences and with the
recent aesthetic improvements can be considered a destination. It is a place where personal
interactions between shopper and retailer have
value and form an important element of the experience. If you are in need of some retail therapy, downtown Belleville is open for business.
Further event details at
www.downtownbelleville.ca

OPEN YEAR-ROUND
TUESDAY TO SUNDAY
SEPT. TO MAY:1 PM-4:30 PM
JUNE TO AUG.: 10 AM—4:30 PM

257 B RIDGE S TREET
E AST , B ELLEVILLE , ON

-TripAdvisor Review
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GOOD COFFEE S
BETTER WHISKEY
An upscale brasserie located in the
heart of historical downtown Belleville.
Imaginative handcrafted coffees,
cocktails, and gorgeous eats to inspire
and delight your senses.

Looking for Unique Furniture &
Custom Window Coverings?
Visit UpFront Gallery & Home store
in Downtown Belleville

Upscale, Uptown, UpFront
Gallery & Home

613-962-9826

313 Front Street, Belleville, On
343-600-3313
www.upfrontgalleryhome.ca

Instagram @bourbonandbeanhandshakesociety

Find us on Facebook, Pinterest, and Instagram

281 Front Street, Belleville On K8N 2Z6

Explore, Experience, Enjoy
Discover all that Belleville
has to offer

BELLEVILLE ART ASSOCIATION GALLERY
Original art both large and small using a variety of
mediums. Also available are jewelry, pottery,
stained glass, sculptures.

Visit us at 392 Front Street, Belleville
Open Tuesday to Saturdays 10:00 am - 4 pm.
Or www.bellevilleart.ca
Facebook @BellevilleArtAssociation
Twitter @BellevilleArtA
New members welcome
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City Hall
169 Front Street, Belleville, On K8N 2Y8
613-967-3238
Belleville.ca

SINCE 1918

watershedmagazi

info@watershedmagazine.comwww.watershedmagazin

ADPROOFSHEET
Pleaselookoveryouradcarefullyandcheckfor:
Addresses–PhoneNumber–Spelling–Dates–CorrectionsorAlterations
Approved/Signature:
Date:
WatershedMagazinewillnotberesponsibleforerrorsbeyondfinalapproval.

Yourapprovalviaemailisacceptable.Pleasesendto:mbishop@wat

613-966-6900

Gallery 121 is a non-profit
cooperative art gallery
founded in 1991. New
shows are presented every
six weeks featuring original
works by both the member artists, as well
as guest artists. Styles range from realism
to abstract in a wide variety of media.
Gallery 121 will be participating in the
2018 Downtown Belleville Art Walk.
Join us for this celebration of the arts.

“Eastern Ontario’s
Bra-Fitting Experts”
Barry Argyle

Claudette Boulanger

Cup Sizes A – J Bandwidths 30 – 46

Brands include:

Gallery One-Twenty-One
48 Bridge Street E., Belleville ON, K8N 1L6
Distinctively Chic......Your trusted ladies’ wear
Boutique in Eastern Ontario EST 1979
12 GROVE STREET | BELLEVILLE ON

613.966.5754

962-4609
www.gallery121artists.com
gallery121artists@yahoo.ca

280 Front St Downtown Belleville

Open Tuesday – Saturday 10 am to 4 pm

lamaisondeva@bellnet.ca

613.771.0333
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I Made A Little List...
BY KONRAD EJBICH

’m a city boy who loves to visit The
County, especially, wine country. As
a wine writer, I know where all the
wineries are, but after a stretch of
wine touring and tasting, one needs
additional stimuli.

I

Trouble is, outside my urban stomping
grounds, I haven’t a clue where to find the
best coffee and butter tarts, or where to
stay overnight and get a decent breakfast
the following morning.
Last month, I emailed about 50 colleagues
and compatriots, all of whom live or work in
The County, and asked them to share some
of their local faves with Grapevine readers.
My little survey is no bible and by no means
is it the final word. It’s not sanctioned by
any organization, and it certainly is not
the “official position” of this magazine.
It’s simply a poll I did, with a bunch of
folks I know, who work in or around the
hospitality, wine and construction trades.
In fact, some of my friends requested
anonymity before responding to the
survey, saying they are too close to too
many businesses to allow any inkling of
personal biases. I reminded them that, as
a journalist, I always protect my sources.
Here then are the results of my Prince Edward
County “Good Eats-Good Beats” poll.

Best Pub

Competition was fierce for the County’s
favorite watering hole. Two hotspots,
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located on opposite sides of the County, tied
for first place. Acoustic Grill (172 Main
St., Picton, theacousticgrill.ca), has a wide
selection of locally-made ales and wines,
and a deep menu of whiskies and cocktails,
while Midtown Brewery (266 Main St.,
Wellington,
midtownbrewingcompany.
com) offers terrific seasonal menus and
house-made brews. Other local pubs
popular in our poll included, Stache on
Main (stacheonmain.com), the Waring
House (waringhouse.com) and the
Waupoos Pub (thewaupoospub.com).

Best Coffee Joint

How can the planet move forward without
its critical cup of morning Joe? The
runaway favourite place to quaff copious
quantities of caffeine was Enid Grace Café
(330 Main St., Wellington, enidgrace.
com). Runner-up with the Wellington
crowd was The General Coffee &
Espresso Bar (thegeneralpec.com), while
Pictonians split their loyalties between
The Bean Counter Café (beancountercafe.
com) and Miss Lily’s Café (no website.)

Best “Cheap & Cheerful” Dinner
There was a wide array of suggestions
in this price-conscious category, and the
winner by a single point was Acoustic
Grill. Curiously, there was a three-way
tie for second place; Agrarian Bistro
& Speakeasy in Bloomfield, Orchard
Drive Dari-Bar, and Midtown Brewing in
Wellington were all equally loved.

Best Elegant Dinner

The majority of people favoured the
seasonally-inspired menus of Blumen
Garden Bistro (647 Highway 49, Picton,
blumengardenbistro.com). Many of those
surveyed liked the cuisine at East & Main,
the Merrill Inn and new boys, Seedlings,
in Bloomfield.

Best Restaurant Wine List

The award goes to East & Main (270 Main
St., Wellington, eastandmain.ca) with special
honourable mentions to the Drake Devonshire,
Blumen, and Seedlings. However, in future,
I plan to rename the category to: Best
restaurant wine list to put the spotlight on
County wines. Tourist-oriented businesses
such as restaurants, hotels and bars benefit
immensely from popularity of local wineries
and ought to support them vigorously.
There’s no glory in highlighting imported
wines and glossing over the local juice.
Visitors to The County deserve the widest
possible selection of local wines when they
go out to dine, and I encourage you to kvetch
if they’re not offered and take your
wallet elsewhere.

Best Winery Food

Another surprise...of sorts. It seems the
most popular County cuisine centres
around pizza. Every weekend, line ups
form early around Norm Hardie’s pizza
oven. Is it the thin-crust, the generous
toppings, or the wood fire? Is it the
internationally-recognized award-winning

wines? Or is this possibly the best place
for a come-from-away wine hipster to
be captured in an Instagram moment?
Voters also loved the wood-fired pizza at
County Cider Company. For something
completely
different,
respondents
suggested the farm-to-table menus of
chef Guerin Sykes at Waupoos Winery’s
restaurant, The Gazebo.

Best Winery Tour

I expected respondents to recommend
a winery such as Closson Chase or
Hinterland Wine Co. In fact, most voters
opted for local tour companies rather than
specific wineries. With all the ballots
counted, there was another tie. PEC
Wine Tours (pecwinetours.com, 1-866900-3703) is an older local business that
features licensed limo drivers leading
its wide variety of curated and custom
winery tours. A newer entry in the field,
County Wine Tours (thecountywinetours.
com) focuses primarily on bicycle tours.
Also mentioned in our poll was A County
Experience,
(acountyexperience.com),
created by a retired restaurateur.

Best Winery Retail Experience

A visit to Lighthall Vineyards (308 Lighthall
Rd., Milford, (www.lighthallvineyards.com)
is an off-the-beaten-track experience.
Owner-winemaker-cheesemaker
Glenn
Simmons calls his work “art from science.”
In addition to his award-winning still and
sparkling estate wines fermented in concrete
tanks, Glenn makes a variety of phenomenal
sheep’s milk cheeses, all available in-house,
daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Best Nightly Entertainment

With its solid musical programming, Acoustic
Grill in Picton takes the lead once again, this
time for top nightspot. Stache on Main (287
Main St., Wellington, stacheonmain.com)
came a very close second for its intimate
setting and live entertainment.
Stache
is opens evenings only. Other popular
nightspots include Hayloft and The Regent
with honourable mentions going to County
Canteen and the Waring House.

Best Late-Night Snack

There was no clear winner here with
votes split evenly among four late-night

venues. Once again, Acoustic Grill pops
up, this time honoured for its kitchen and
dining crew. Also loved in the wee hours,
Hartleys Tavern (19 Elizabeth St., Picton,
(www.hartleystavern.com), the Drake
Devonshire, and Midtown Brewery.

are the newest hotel group to invest in
the future of PEC tourism. With a total
of 18 rooms in centrally-located, modern
townhomes, Cribs hotels provide quick
and easy access to all the County’s sights
and activities. (cribs.ca)

Best Place For An Overnight Stay

Best Breakfast

New and approved by a solid majority!
Only established within the past two
years, Cribs on the Creek (43 Wharf St.,
Wellington) and partner business Cribs on
the Hill (3 and 5 Richmond St., Picton)

No
question,
survey
respondents
overwhelmingly chose the Lighthouse
Restaurant at the Picton Harbour Inn as
their number one spot for their morning
sustenance. They had me at Eggs Benedict.

We Specialize in Your Wellness

With a Coast Spas Wellness Spa® you’ll sleep and feel better, increase your
fitness and stamina, elevate your mood as well as lower your blood pressure.
Take on life’s challenges with renewed self-wellness that will benefit you each and
every day.

Use It All Year Long

Featuring
New Aqua Exercise Bike
Resistance training
Relaxing Massage Jets
Amazing sound systems
Temp settings 80F to 104F
Swimming
Jogging
Rowing
Stretching
Entertaining

1770 Bath Road, Kingston, ON

613-767-6771

www.lakesidepoolskingston.ca

Stop by our store or we can come to you. Serving all of Ontario
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Open daily at 7:00 a.m., with friendly
service, a casual ambiance and reasonable
prices. Honourable mentions go to the
Drake’s back patio, and to Enid Grace Café.

Best Other
I added this “miscellaneous” option because
there are places to go and things to do that
don’t fit into any of the above categories.
“The Voice of the County” – CJPE 99.3-FM
is just four years old, but this Pictonbased radio station has already made a
big splash, enabling diverse corners of
the County to get to know each other
and build a sense of community. They
showcase local talent, raise local issues,
and provide timely news and information
for locals and tourists. Whenever you’re
in the County, tune in.
Butter Tarts – Are you a genuine Canadian?
Then you love butter tarts. They ought
to be designated Canada’s national food...
after poutine, of course. Folks who know
my passion for a tart binge have warned
me about the dangers of visiting the Free
Flow Gas Bar (22153 Loyalist Parkway
in Carrying Place), where manager Ann
Town sells Rachel’s butter tarts. Their
regular Thursday delivery is rarely large
enough to last through the weekend. Stop
by and pick up your quota on Friday
night when you’re driving in, ’cause there
won’t be any left when you’re leaving
on Sunday.
Antiques Roadshow – If you love to pick
your way through a collection of curios,
distressed pine furniture, stained glass,
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19th century tools, and classic knickknacks and trinkets from times not yet
forgotten, Dead People’s Stuff (388 Main
St., Bloomfield, deadpeoplesstuff.ca) is
the place to visit. Cool name too, eh?
Farm to Table – Until this year, the Wellington
Farmers’ Market (countymarkets.ca) was
a Saturday-only shopping experience.
Since being acquired last year by Patricia
McDermott—who also owns Agrarian
Market in Picton and Agrarian Bistro &
Speakeasy in Bloomfield—the Wellington
Farmers’ Market has begun to serve the
community three days a week. Open early
on Tuesday and Saturday mornings, plus
Sunday afternoons, the market brings
into town more than 70 vendors. Every
stand offers goods grown or made by a
local County producer. (And now that
chef Jamie Kennedy has suspended his
Summer Dinner Series for this year, don’t
miss his famous JK Fries at the market on
summer weekends.)
Frozen Cow Juice – It’s summer! If it wasn’t
for those delicious butter tarts above, I bet
eating ice cream would be our national
pastime. Canadians must snarf down more
ice cream that all other western nations
combined. Ice cream is good. Slickers
Ice Cream (271 Main St, Bloomfield, 232
Main St., Picton, slickersicecream.com)
is better. Using all-natural, preservativefree ingredients prepared in-house, owner
Peter Pesic offers 120 flavours with the
top 20 available most of the time. Top
sellers include the decadent Campfire,
a mixture of roasted, burnt and smoked
marshmallows, and the mouth-watering
Rhubarb-Ginger.

Grind like a Pro – In its sixth season, Angelo
Bean’s Sausage Making & Cooking
Classes (angelobean.com) has expanded
and now are offered year-round. Want
to learn true Italian pasta techniques,
make an expert risotto, master the ageold secrets of grinding up a batch of brats
for the ‘cue? Angelo is your man. And
as a former product consultant with the
LCBO, Angelo knows which wines to pair
with your porkie-pies.
Self-Guided Tours – Created by the Prince
Edward County Arts Council, Arts Trail
and Taste Trail are virtual “triptiks”
that lead you on journeys of artistic
exploration and culinary discovery
(artstastetrail.com). Arts Trail brings
to life the spectacular rural countyside,
where artists and gallery owners open
their barns and studios for art lovers and
collectors to wander and buy. Taste Trail
puts the spotlight on flavours; from local
wines, beers and ciders, to homemade
preserves and gastronomic hotspots.
Vegan Mecca
–
Canada’s
only
internationally-certified vegan winery,
Karlo Estate, not only makes its wines
to strict vegan standards, the winery and
vineyards are 100 percent plant-based,
including all the snacks and foods served
in the retail shop and tasting room.
That’s it for the poll.
It’s worth
commenting on the extraordinary
performance here of Acoustic Grill. They
certainly got my attention. Thank you to
all who responded. Perhaps we’ll do it
again sometime.

any genre, any album, any artist, and there's a
95% chance that you'll find the music you want
to listen to. And with playlists, it's interactive and
reminiscent of my youth when we would make
tapes for each other. I presently don't have a paid
subscription so I have to listen to the odd batch
of ads every 4 or 5 tracks. Hopefully my financial
situation improves in the future so I can upgrade.
But, for now, it doesn't bother me too much since
I grew up listening to music on commercial radio,
although it has been decades since I've regularly
listened to music that way.

Spotify's

No Longer the
Elephant in the Room
BY FRANK HORVAT
Thanks to technology, there's a multitude of ways that
people can ingest music these days. But no doubt,
Spotify is one of the major players. Having recently
gone public, they've now cemented themselves in
the top echelons of online entertainment giants like
Google, Facebook, and Netflix.
I personally made the Spotify leap about a year
ago and have been using it as my main platform
for listening to music ever since. I'm glad I made
the switch. It's so easy and convenient. Name

So, if Spotify is such a great thing, why does its
name make so many musicians cringe? Like most
things, it takes time to get used to something new.
In my lifetime, I've gone from vinyl to cassettes to
CDs to downloading and now streaming. That's a
lot of change in 40 years of music listening. There's
also been a lot of talk in the news about big-name
artists holding out on Spotify claiming that they
don't pay enough royalties. The rest of the music
world hears this from the likes of Taylor Swift and
Jay-Z and believe that Spotify isn't a good thing.
But the majority of artists out there are not signed
to a major record label so 100% of their Spotify
royalties are funnelled directly to them. That
makes income from platforms like this much more
lucrative if you get a lot of streams.
Then there are the musicians who don't quite get
all the business nuances (me included) and are
hesitant about pushing their music on Spotify. (I
didn't even want to listen to music on Spotify up to
a year ago.) But society's push to making this one of
their preferred platforms to listen to music has made
the vast majority of musicians ask the question, can I
afford to hold out if I want people to hear my music?
I definitely feel that I have no choice. I feel we're
beyond the point of no return and the gung-ho DIY
musician must jump in with both feet.

Since Spotify is becoming the norm for consuming
music, is it impacting how composers create music?
Answer: most definitely! Marshall McLuhan
was prophetic when he said: "the medium is the
message". I've heard that Spotify doesn't pay
royalties for a song unless it's been listened to for
at least 30 seconds. That means your song better
be engaging or hook-ey early on if you want to
keep the listener's attention and get paid. That's a
hard creative pill for me to swallow, as I really like
exploring the slow evolution and development of
my compositions. I guess fewer people have time
for that these days, especially since, with a click of
a button, they can go on to an unlimited amount of
other options.
With music listeners relying on Spotify playlists to
discover new music, the curators of those playlists are
quickly becoming the most powerful people in the
music business. Because you're trying to get your tracks
on a playlist, artists are less likely to use the structure
of an entire album to formulate ideas and instead
might just make one or two songs extra strong with no
emphasis on the musical cohesion that exists in a larger
set of pieces. Yet another thing I long for creatively.
At no other time in music history has it been more
important for a musician to be aware of the mood of
their creations. Spotify playlists are not only organized
by genre but by mood or even an activity that might take
place as you listen to music (i.e., studying, working out,
etc.) How is this affecting what music gets created?
I can't help but feel that Spotify is going to
continue to be a contentious topic within the music
community for the foreseeable future. But as its
popularity continues to grow exponentially, I also
feel musicians are realizing its power and are now
jumping on that Spotify bandwagon to see where it
takes them. We can no longer ignore its presence.
Good or bad, what choice do we have?
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Summer in
WARKWORTH

MATTHEW STEARNS
Derivatives
June 22-July 29th

Since last visiting Warkworth, Art in the
Park has been and gone. On the Saturday
the weather god was less than favourably
disposed, but Sunday was busy with a good
crowd enjoying art and craft displays, to
the accompaniment of live music on stage.
On its heels, the Lilac Festival in all its
multi-sensory glory, and then it was the turn
of Warkworth by Night to charm a huge
crowd of locals and visitors. A true community endeavour engaging children of all ages,
with dance performances from bollywood to
square dancing, a stilt-walker, and of course
the crepuscular parade romantically illuminated with hand made lanterns.
Next on the festival agenda is the Warkworth
Long Lunch on August 19 from 11-3pm
with food trucks, a beer garden, wine bar,
live music and plenty of activities to occupy
the children, whilst the adults have fun.
We are delighted to learn that Martin Albert
and Eric Charboneau of True Saffron have
recently been presented the 2018 Business of
the Year Award by the Trent Hills Chamber
of Commerce for their successful growth and
marketing of saffron. New products coming
soon are a simple saffron syrup, infused apple
cider and white wine vinegars, crab apple
jelly, and a concentrate for risottos for those
short of time, which is probably all of us.

PAUL KELLY - PAINTER
Exhibition
August 3-September 10th
Opening Reception
Saturday August 4th
12 to 4pm
Open every Friday, Saturday
and Sunday 11am -4pm
Arts and Heritage Centre of
Warkworth
35 Church St, PO BOX 405
Warkworth, On K0K 3K0
info@ahcentre.ca
705-925-4450
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True Saffron is proving to be a bit of a catalyst in the field of economic development,
not solely in respect of its own success, but
in the creative pairings fostered between
Warkworth businesses. Saffron inspired culinary events continue at Spur Restaurant,
where chef Doug Hope intrigues and entices
taste buds with his saffron influenced cuisine.
Centre & Main are also partnering with True
Saffron to form a saffron infused chocolate
bar, and with The Bakery to create a butter
tart encrusted chocolate bar of incalculable
yumminess. Who could resist either?
At The Natural, Steve Holt’s Jazz Café con-

tinues to attract top talent and great audiences. Make sure of your seats for the next two
very special events, on July 20, Perry White
and Dave Young perform with Steve. Perry
has played with the who’s who of Canadian
jazz as well as international artists of the calibre of Aretha Franklin and Michael Bublé.
On the 27 July Steve accompanies Dan
Faulk and Dave Young. Dan is a tenor and
soprano sax demon playing with musicians
of legendary stature – Jimmy Heath and
Wayne Shorter to name but two, and has recorded for Verve with J.J. Johnson. It’s a remarkable opportunity to witness these great
guys in action in Warkworth, and may not
happen again, so don’t miss these concerts.
The Ah! Centre aspires to bring “Warkworth to
the world and bring the world to Warkworth”.
Forthcoming shows are Matthew Stearns with
“Derivatives” running from June 22 to July 29
and Paul Kelly whose exhibition of paintings follows from August 3 to September 10, with the
opening reception on August 4 from 12-4pm.
And the last word, check out the new
Farmer’s market sandwiched between The
Village Pantry and Cheeky Bee.
A pinch of Red

and you’re Golden...

2018
BUSINESS OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Trent Hills Chamber
of Commerce

Saffron of unmatched quality organically
grown in the Northumberland Hills.
Coast to coast shipping at truesaffron.ca
or by appointment in Warkworth.
(416)882-7154

NATURAL PRODUCTS
IN A FRIENDLY COUNTRY STORE
Natural & Organic Food
Gluten-free & Vegan Products
Vitamins, Supplements, & Natural Remedies
Live Entertainment Café
18 Main St., Warkworth ON K0K 3K0
Tel. (705) 304-2270
naturalwarkworth@gmail.com
facebook.com/TheNaturalWarkworth

FAMILY & CUISINE.
INGREDIENTS & CHEESES,
KITCHEN IMPLEMENTS.

~Refinished &Refurbished
Furniture
~ Country Chic Paints
~ Art & Craft Classes

ENGLISH
COUNTRY
COTTAGE
DECOR

13 &

one

1 (877) 344-5622

Jodi Adams
289.404.9492
13 Main Street, Warkworth On
www.13and1.com

winker’s nook the nook gallery
39 main street 28 main street
warkworth, on k0k 3k0

w w w. w i n k e r s n o o k . c o m

27 Main Street, Warkworth, On K0K 3K0
613-921-2604
www.thevillagepantry.ca
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An Artist and
Love by Lamplight

By Deidre Reitav

There are red flares and red strokes, interspersed and mixed with orange
colours like the shades of sundown on an abandoned machine.
I am a poet and ask "Why are you here?”
"I am an artist."
I scent the wind and my eyes keep away during reply,
"An artist, such a one who always chases fire,
chases night and flaxen wind storms, not for what they are
but for their colour, the turn of a sphere during an eclipse."
"Aye," is the reply.
"The same reason you chase things to paint with words."
The words faintly click together in the mind
as marbles or bevels in a glass blower’s shop.
The artist sees the same thing, but in clay coloured spheres
and harvest eyed daisies.
There is ochre paint on his fingers
and he thinks of Autumn and painting lamplight.
Oh how to capture lamplight; that rare white doe in the trees.
What of lamp light and love?
Different than love by any other light.
Kerosene with its ruddy hand hewn scent touching the pine walls,
The light is amber, or attic papers held up to the illumination,
turning skin golden in the parallels of its intimate smoothness.
Words back and forth, are like syllables of oil or the sharpening of nocturnal hatchets
on stone, and aromatic as you sing of silver to a moon coloured Valkyrie.
Paint the colour of bone, flared with a sadness of blue,
he tries to paint lamplight by tracing a human outline,
like touching the notes of a prodigious song or a wisdom laden road.
Love and paint by lamplight, always ringed well with the fear of losing.
The muse stealing paint from the mind and fingers and fraying the brush as it drifts away
on the phantoms of the night, leaving behind anguish like unnoticed bones.
For a painter dabbling in all the wonders of refraction, of supple pastel,
or rain coloured eyes; lamplight is the amber thorn
keeping the artist forever in suspension, as a tree trying to hold its blooms.
That red, sanguinous like Sirens, and forging
or living inside of the blue that lifts the sky behind a head of yellow hair.
The attic smells like beeswax and turpentine,
The lamp burns low, and the poet walks away like the ghost she was.
Her departure, the grey... the paint of ships and bridges.
Slivered like broken headlight, she moves into the huge autumns after death;
a red tailed prey bird; the sun and the fires and grinning like the glint of plough shares.
Her hair...golden grass and the edge of the sky where night opens her indigo eyes.
He sits alone.
When will she visit again? Painting with her words, handing him colours.
He never knows, but before him now is a marvellous image,
made of a calypso of paint, and a woman made of moon and alchemy.
He calls the canvas, he calls her
Love by Lamplight.

Deidre Reitev is a young poet who is also a synaesthete, which means all her senses communicate with each other, she can hear a colour, or smell what we might see,
or taste a sound. Her startling writings are the collision of all her senses and the works are very much a ‘steam of consciousness’
that flows through her. Her frame of reference is very much that of an old soul.

DISCOVER
Arctic Char with
Sweet pea and
Tarragon puree

A NEW CONCEPT
IN 55+ LIVING
Say hello to Wellings, a vibrant new

community with more choices, right-sized
apartments, atrium living and à la carte
services designed for a feel-good way of life.

Aquaterra and Brent McAllister share their recipe for Arctic Char
with Sweet pea and Tarragon puree.
Eating fish is so much more delightful in a waterside setting.
Don’t you think the view complements the dish? For our summer issue we managed to twist Brent McAllister’s arm and
tease out this recipe for Arctic Char. Though sophisticated in
appearance, it shouldn’t be too challenging if you know your
way around the kitchen, but if that’s not you, a warm welcome
at Aquaterra awaits, where the friendly staff have a different
fish feature for lunch or dinner each and every day.

NOW

6LE5AS%
ED!

The dish features:
Arctic Char
Sweet pea and tarragon puree
Ontario asparagus
Ramps leaves
Sous vide turmeric fingerlings
Pickled ramp bulbs
Baby red sorrel

Tips
Sear the char in a hot pan with a little oil and butter flesh side down,
then flip over to the skin side. Finish in a hot oven till the skin is crispy.
Quickly blanch the sweet peas and tarragon in boiling water. Shock in
an ice bath. Pass through fine mesh sieve for a silky smooth texture.
Brent use the sous vide method for the potatoes and vegetable
accompaniment, which is perhaps beyond most home cooks, so
here are more conventional instructions.

Ingredients
Turmeric Fingerling Potatoes – 1 ½ lbs potatoes (for 4)
halve lengthwise.
2 tablespoons of oil of choice
1 tablespoon of fresh grated turmeric root
2/3 cloves garlic minced
2 teaspoons ground coriander
Cracked pepper
Teaspoon Cider Vinegar

Instructions
Whilst preheating oven to 425F combine all ingredients in a
large mixing bowl.
Spread flat side down on oiled baking sheet. Cook until tender.
Approx 20/22 minutes.

Don’t miss out, visit us today!
15 Wellings Drive, Picton
Call Joanne 613-827-5338 je@wellingsofpicton.com

WellingsofPicton.com

Vegetables - cook til ‘al dente’ in boiling water or steam in basket.
To serve, arrange artistically as per front cover.
Wellings_Grapevine_2/3_May.indd 1
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Stand up Paddle Boarding

for sport, fun and relaxation
BY KYM RILEY

~ You should always be wearing a Personal
Flotation Device and leash.
~ It is always best to begin in calm
flat water and build up strength and
confidence before venturing into an
ocean, river or rough surf.
~ Always be aware of the weather
conditions, especially the wind! Try to
paddle into the wind first, so you will
not be as tired on the way back.
~ If you are having difficulty paddling
in the wind, go down to your knees for
easier balance and less wind resistance.
Draw both hands to the middle of the
paddle, for a more efficient stroke.
~ Practice a safe wipe out by falling to the
left or right side of the board. Please
avoid falling backwards. If you feel
yourself falling backwards, try and run
off the back of the board to avoid hitting
your head on the board.

S

tand Up Paddle Boarding is
growing in popularity. If you enjoy being on water, this activity
provides an opportunity to have a
close up appreciation of aquatic
life, as you navigate a body of water. You
will also benefit from a physical work out
as you paddle and surf. Your balance will
be tested and enhanced practising various
yoga poses on your floating board. SUP engages one in fitness while providing pleasure, relaxation and fun!

History

Water Safety

Know the rules locally. Stand up Paddle
boards are considered to be vessels and
in our area, require a Personal Floatation
Device strapped to your board.

Boat Rules

If you are converging with a boat head on, veer
to the right, if you are about to cross a boat at a
90 degree angle, always cross behind the boat,
never in front. The left side of the boat is called
port and it is lit red at night, the right side is
called starboard and it is lit green at night.

SUP is a surface water sport, a variant of
surfing but using a paddle to move through
the water while standing on a surfboard.
Derived from Polynesian roots, the
Hawaiian Ku Hoe He’e Nalu; translates to
“stand, to paddle, to surf a wave.”

A boat has to stay in between red and green
buoy markers. “Red Right Return” means
when a boat returns from sea to the marina, the
red buoy needs to be on the right-hand side.

One difference between the modern idea of
surfing and SUP is that the latter does not
necessarily need a wave: one can paddle on
the open ocean, in harbours, on lakes, rivers
or any large body of water. An advantage is
the angle of visibility, standing higher over
the water, one can see both deeper into it
and further across. This allows for greater
awareness of one’s surroundings, whether it
is marine life or incoming swells.

This is the most important part about Stand
Up Paddle Boarding! Since this sport is
relatively easy to pick up, sometimes water
safety can be overlooked. It is essential to
have an understanding of the risks, before
heading out. Here is a list of important water
safety tips to follow in all bodies of water.
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Stand Up Paddleboard
Safety

~Always try to paddle with a friend.

~ If you fall in, get back to your board as
quickly as possible. The wind can push
the board away from you. Don’t worry
about the paddle, you can always get it
later since they float.
~ Pull yourself back onto your board by
reaching across the deck to the opposite
rail, pulling yourself up, and then start
paddling from a kneeling position until
you resume your momentum.

Apparel

What to wear depends on the weather
conditions. If it is hot, a bathing suit
will be fine, if it’s cold, you may want
to wear a wet suit. For SUP Yoga, the
most common clothing is a bathing suit
underneath yoga clothing.
Eye wear and a hat are recommended for
sun protection. If you are new to paddle
boarding, you may want to wear a pair of
sun glasses you don’t mind losing, just in
case you fall in. A trucker hat is best because
it floats. Make sure to wear sunscreen!

Boards

There are many different types of boards,
race boards, surf boards, white water
boards, downwind boards; all parts of
these boards are basically the same. The
front is the nose, the back is the tail, the
sides are the rails, the top is the deck,

and underneath the board are the fins.
Choosing a paddleboard depends on what
you will be using it for, what your budget
is, how much you weigh, and your ability.
Contact your local shop to demo boards or
ask a certified instructor.
An all-around board is the most popular
style, these are great if you are a beginner
or want to do a little bit of everything. We
love this style of board at Floating Lotus and
use them in all of our classes. They are great
boards for touring, fitness, surfing, and Yoga.

Ready to SUP

When you have chosen your board, paddle
and safety equipment, you are ready for
the water. It is always best to learn from a
certified instructor as there are many safety
tips and paddling techniques that will
enhance your experience. If you are looking
to learn SUP through private sessions or
group classes, our Floating Lotus SUP girls
would love to help you out. You can find us
at www.mindfulmovements.ca
Amber Irwin and Kym Riley both
Certified Paddle into Fitness Instructors

yoga, pilates, gts
thai yoga massage
infrared sauna
mindful workshops
mindful body treatments

WIN 1 OF 10

personalized group training

DINNERS FOR TWO
For details visit

19RESTAURANT.CA/WIN

Refer a friend for
%
summer passes

15 off

613-968-1166
mindfulmovements.ca
164 Moira Street East, Belleville

In Pursuit of
Great Food.

Afternoon Tea!
Fridays & Sundays All Year Long
Call for Your Reservation

We invite you to experience something different
– Nineteen Restaurant + Patio.
Fueled by creativity, imagination and passion, Nineteen Restaurant + Patio
embraces the idea that our food must continue to evolve. Experience Quinte’s
hottest spot for a casual lunch, drinks or dinner with friends.

WEDDINGS & EVENTS / CORPORATE MEETING ROOM / FOUR PATIOS

NINETEEN RESTAURANT & PATIO
At the Bay of Quinte Golf & Country Club

1849 Old Highway 2, Quinte West, ON K8N 4Z2

613.968.7404 EXT 2 / 19RESTAURANT.CA

Boutique B & B and Tea Room
1725 Old Highway 2, Belleville, K8N 4Z2
613-966-1028 • 1-866-466-6876
innkeepers@montroseinn.ca
montroseinn.ca
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Creative Pairings with Food, Music, Wine and More
Westben re-imagines
a new future

rtistic Director Brian Finley describes it as rustically
sophisticated, yet the purpose-built space is so much
more. Known fondly to patrons, friends and locals as The Barn, the
unique concert space with seating for 400—
with its superb acoustics—has seen myriad
world-class musicians and performers grace
the stage over its illustrious 18-year history.

A

Nestled among the gently-rolling hills
of Northumberland County, the familiar
iconic
timber-framed
structure
is
home to Westben’s summer festival of
programming. Running from early June to
early August, the eclectic schedule caters
to all musical tastes and moods from full
symphony orchestras, comedy sketches,
fully-staged operas, solo performances,
chamber music and much, much more.
Westben Arts Festival Theatre, a not-forprofit organization began its 19th year with
a new vision and a new perspective and
is now known as the Westben Centre for
Connection and Creativity through Music—
or simply Westben to friends, past, present
and new. As Westben re-imagines its future
as a Centre, its focus will be on promoting
a year-round convergence of people, ideas
and activities through music. “Our goal is to
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BY SHARON HARRISON
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF WESTBEN
CENTRE FOR CONNECTION & CREATIVITY

bring people together through music and that
has always been important to Westben,” said
Donna Bennett, Marketing Director.
Colours of Westben is the theme for this
year’s summer season which ranges from
mezzo-soprano Wallis Giunta to Canadian
folk icon Sarah Harmer to Andy Forgie
and Big Black Smoke. Or why not join
the Montreal Jubilation Gospel Choir,
John McDermott or the Hannaford Street
Silver Band Tentet.
Of its comprehensive offerings, Westben
have brought back “Unique Experiences”
with a series called “Dare to Pair:
Blending Grapes, Blending Voices”.
This unique event will be held over six
consecutive Saturdays with the aim of
enhancing afternoon concerts with a
dash of something special. Nationallyrespected wine, beer and Scotch experts
will lead interactive tastings, paired with
delicious, locally-sourced food supplied
by local-area celebrity chefs, all connected
in story to the artists and their programs.
Sommeliers, chefs, musicians and visitors
come together for an afternoon to create
unique musical stories Westben-style,
seamlessly weaving the three elements
of food, drink and music into a carefullycrafted afternoon of innovative delights.

The Dare to Pair series begins on June 30
with Bach and His World with Canada’s
premiere Baroque orchestra, Tafelmusik
Baroque Orchestra.
Patrons can
explore the wonderful world of Johann
Sebastian Bach through music, video
projections and narration by Blair Williams
(of Shaw Festival fame). Born in 1685, a
representation of the German composer’s
timeless instrumental compositions will
include the Third Brandenburg Concerto,
Sinfonias from BWV 249a and excerpts
from the Goldberg Variations.
With “Tafelmusik” translating to “table
music”, the delicious pre-show lunch will be
prepared by Chef Tina Moorey from On the
Side Gourmet Food. Diving into the cellar
for the best wines to accompany Bach will be
sommelier Christopher Waters who is editor
and co-founder of VINES Magazine. A
pre-concert chat will commence after lunch
led by Westben’s Artistic and Managing
Director Brian Finley in a segment entitled
“From Campbellford to Versailles”.
The July 7 event brings a concert version
of Don Giovanni in an operatic masterpiece
composed by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
based on a libretto by Lorenzo Da Ponte.
The two-hour long concert will be performed
in Italian with music director Andrea Grant

A pre-concert chat with Barb Hobart and
Brian Finley will discuss the relationship of
Don Giovanni to its creators. And for those
who can’t get enough Don, join Alexander
Dobson and members of the cast after the
performance for a wonderful supper at
Elmhirst’s Resort in Keene on Rice Lake in
Dine with the Don. Brian Hanna from Huff
Estates Winery will lead the wine tasting by
introducing wines fit for the Don.
The third Saturday in the Dare to Pair series
brings Moods and Modes on July 14. Founded
in 1971 by artistic director John Washburn, the
Vancouver Chamber Choir is one of Canada’s
premiere choral ensembles and is deemed
a Canadian national treasure. This special
appearance will include a cappella choral
music of J.S. Bach, Bernstein, Dvorak and
Dowland as well as Canadians John Beckwith,
Eleanor Daley, Stephen Chatman and more.
Sommelier Mark Taylor, BC Chapter VicePresident of the Canadian Association of
Professional Sommeliers will preside
over pre-show British Columbian wine
pairings in perfect harmony with the 20
voices of the Vancouver Chamber Choir.
Lunch will come courtesy of Chef Ron
Czenar of I Am Custom Catering.
For pipe lovers, July 21 brings a Taste O’
Scotland with Westben co-founder and

order of the afternoon with local Scotch
expert Gord Reid on hand who will gladly
share and describe a few of his favourite
drams. Lunch by Chef Ravi Anandappa
of Antonia’s Bistro will follow. The preconcert chat with Barb Hobart will give

soprano Donna Bennett, tenor Colin Ainsworth
with Brian Finley on piano. Enjoy a bevy of
Scottish tunes from Down in the Glen to Loch
Lomond to Flow Gently Sweet Afton.
Naturally, Scotch tastings will be the

ZIMBABWEAN STONE

on piano. Giovanni is played by Alexander
Dobson with Joel Allison as Leporello and
Matthew Li as Masetto/Comendatore.

SCULPTURE
RICE LAKE

Reflecting on Life by Tutani Mgabazi

June 1 to Thanksgiving – 11 a.m to 6 p.m.

zimart.ca
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diners an opportunity to meet the founders
of Cambellford, the Campbell Brothers.
Prior to the concert, get ready for some
pipe bursting as pipe major Jamie York
and the Port Hope and District Pipe Band
perform in the meadow.

July 28 brings the dazzling Danel String
Quartet who team up with Canadian
superstar pianist and composer, MarcAndré Hamelin. Performances will include
the Piano Quintet in G Minor, Opus 57 by
Dmitri Shostakovich and more.

The pre-show wine tasting will explore
the French Connection as French
wines (chosen by a LCBO expert) are
perfectly paired with decadent dark
Belgian chocolate from Harden & Huyse
Chocolates. A pre-concert chat with Barb
Hobart and Brian Finley will talk about
the life and music of Shostakovich.
It is expected the Westben Steinway
concert grand piano will get a good
workout as the Saturday series concludes
on August 4 with pianist extraordinaire
Michael Kaeshammer. John Graham,
owner and founder of Church-Key
Brewing Company will present a
selection of sliders and beer tastings from
his award-winning stock. After the show,
the Westben Jazz Fringe Festival presents
Jazz Mains and Jazz Jam at the Clock
Tower Cultural Centre in Campbellford.
Westben welcomes all to discover an
unforgettable afternoon at The Barn this
summer. Come mingle for the day, stay
for the weekend; you will be among
friends. For Westben’s comprehensive
summer line-up, please visit westben.ca.

Located in the beautiful downtown Belleville, Earl and Angelo’s
offers a premium dining oasis. Welcoming ambiance, succulent
lunch and dinner menu, steak and seafood to appeal to your
culinary senses. Earl and Angelo’s - Exquisite Cuisine. Extraordinary
Service. It’s our pride and our passion.
Off site catering & Private Banquet room available for booking.
182 Front Street, Belleville, On. 613.962.1182
John Cairns, Proprietor

Westben Centre for Connection and
Creativity through Music
6698 County Road 30 North
Campbellford, ON
westben.ca
Tel: 705-653-5508 or 1-877-883-5777

Audit Tax
Business Advisory
Chartered Professional Accountants

1473 John Counter Blvd., Suite 201, Kingston, ON K7M 8Z6 T: 613-544-2903 F: 613-544-6151
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Food for Thought
Art Show & Auction
Now in its seventh year, the event provides an
opportunity to support community, local artists,
and acquire stunning art for a great price.
The event is organized by Central Hastings Support
Network, which has offered an array of services for
the less fortunate for over thirty years. All proceeds
will assist the operation of the Madoc Helping
Hands Food Bank, Rural Transit, the Volunteer
Driver Program, and Income Tax services.
With pieces ranging from photography to paintings,
from woodworking to pottery – the show offers variety
and originality. New this year - vintage and midcentury pieces from the Artists in Canada list, including
John Bennett, Donald Fraser, Ross Robertshaw and
Alex Sztasko. This event is now a good opportunity for
buyers to add historical works to their art collections.
CHSN’s Board Chair, Curt Brinkman speaks fondly
of the Art Show & Auction, “The support we receive
from the local community is truly gratifying. The
generosity of the artists who donate and the public
who buys seems to grow with each passing year. We
feel blessed to receive such a lively response from
the public towards assisting the needs of others.”
Please join us for the Gala Opening on Friday August
10th from 6:30pm – 9:00pm, held at the Arts Centre
Hastings Building (next to the Skate Park). The show
resumes on Saturday August 11th from 10 am – 3pm.
Entrance is free and all are welcome to attend! There
will also be the chance to win some unconventional
door prizes!
We welcome you to be a part of this year’s growing
circle of support. Come out and support this
remarkable organization, and engage in something
of which you will be proud!
For information, contact: Sally Gale.
info@chsninc.ca tel.613.473.5255
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Prince Edward County

Classical Music Festival

2018

Interview with Eric Nowlin
BY JEFF KEARY
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esearching this topic I came
across a book entitled “The
Four and the One” * which
seemed an appropriate description of the change of directorial hands at the helm of this year’s
festival. When one is replaced by four, it
says a lot about the one. Stéphane Lemelin
is the one, to whom considerable credit
must be given for making the festival what
it is today – the four are the members of
the New Orford String Quartet, to whom
Stéphane Lemelin confidently passes on
the conductor’s baton. “Each member has
a specific area of responsibility,” states
Eric Nowlin, the quartet’s viola player and
spokesperson, describing the transition “as
a leap of faith” and something that to his
knowledge “makes the festival unique.”

R

I ask what steps will be taken to reach
a younger demographic. Eric responds,
“This is an issue that is prominent
among all classical music organizations.
Everyone is trying to find ways to connect
with younger listeners, and get them
interested and involved. There are a couple
of things that can help us reach a younger
demographic. The first is to have more
of an online presence - younger people
now get all of their information online,
and so that is where we have to focus
our efforts in reaching out. Thankfully,
we have committed board members
who are on this, and are expanding our
reach with Facebook, Instagram, the
PECCMF website, and putting videos
online. A second way to reach younger
audiences is to host satellite "events" that
present chamber music in a more casual
atmosphere, with some discussion of the
works, and lots of interaction with the
audience. It also helps to have a theme
for the event, one that ties the music in
with art, or food, or wine!”
Do you see the challenge of streaming
limiting the appeal of live music? “I view
streaming as a way for people who are not
able to attend a concert to be able to hear
the music in real time without having to
physically be present. However, I still feel
that if people are able to go to a concert,
they would definitely choose to attend,
rather than watch it on their computer
or phone. There is something about the
communal experience of listening to live
music in an audience that simply cannot

be duplicated with streaming. The energy
and emotions of the performers, the rapport
of the performers with the audience, the
atmosphere of the performance space
- these are all aspects of live music that
continue to bring people to concerts. I feel
that as recordings, videos, and streaming
become more common, people will
actually cherish the benefits of attending
live music even more, as technology will
never be able to duplicate the feelings and
experiences of attending a concert.”
Surely it is this very reason, we humans
invented music, the communal experience
of music was obviously seen as
fundamental to our development.
In this fast moving world we have created
for ourselves of declining attention spans,
sound bites and Facebook delivered
dopamine hits, it becomes a real challenge
to sustain one’s focus and just concentrate
exclusively on a musical experience with a
clear and calm mind. String Quartets have
a fearsome reputation which is in some
respects deserved as they usually represent
the composer’s most concentrated musical
statement, the synthesis of life’s experience,
distilled like spirits. To be able to play the
violin, viola or cello at the supreme level of
performance required to actually bring those
marks on paper to life, requires a degree of
study and achievement verging on genius.
Musicianship of this exemplary standard
does not occur in our backyard too often.
I hope you are planning to attend one or
more of the concerts, may I recommend
taking someone with you, preferably
someone not normally likely to attend.
Sometimes we just need a push or some
little extra persuasion to enter down an
unfamiliar path. There could be no better
way of supporting this year’s festival
than making a personal effort to expand
its audience. If we want the festival to
continue and even to grow, we must lend
it our support. See you there!
The Prince Edward County Classical
Music Festival opens on September 7…
tickets available now from the website
www.pecmusicfestival.com or Books
and Co. Picton. Tel.613.476.3037
*Four and the One: In Praise of String
Quartets by David Rounds.
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Home Away
from Home
A modern new build
nestled amongst
a spruce forest.
Some features include
a glass enclosed living
area and a large deck.
See more at
www.modernlodgepec.com

1291 Shannon Rd ~ Roslin, ON ~ K0K 2V0
(613)561-8324 ~ parkscreekretreat@gmail.com ~ parkscreekretreat.ca

Contact: Sarah Eskins
454 Morrison Point Rd.
Milford, ON
C: 647.283.5414

Beyond Organic
Beyond Terroir

Savour gourmet breakfasts with heritage free range eggs.
High Tea October to May. Views of Black River and McMahon Bluff.
Black River B & B
Best reviews in
Prince Edward County 68 Morrison Point Road, Black River
613.476.7346 blackriverBB.com

Vacation Rental Specialists

Rental Specialists
VacationVacation
Rental
Specialists
for
Prince
Edward
County
for
Prince
Edward County
for Prince Edward County

We offer a variety of vacation
properties to suit every budget
and taste. Let us help you
find the perfect place for your
vacation or getaway.

www.countyholidayhomes.com
www.countyholidayhomes.com
www.countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com

info@countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com
1-866-576-5993

1-866-576-5993
1-866-576-5993
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Share in a family passion – stay in elegant country accommodation
adjacent to the winery, Oeno Gallery and the sculpture garden.
Wine tasting tour included in all packages.

2274 Prince Edward County Rd 1, Bloomﬁeld
.
613.3931414
• huﬀestates.com

Choose East & Main suites for
your County adventure.
Two luxury self-catering suites:
king size bed & Kitchen area.
Main suite has sitting area
& private deck.
Free WiFi. Steps from
Lake Ontario, restaurants and
entertainment.
East & Main Suites.
280 Main Street, Wellington. PEC.
613-399-5420
suites@eastandmain.ca

Visit us on Facebook
86 King Street West, Cobourg
905-372-9224 www.tuggsfurniture.com

MY PERSPECTIVE
ON WINDOWS
AND DOORS

second floor
soft-seat cinema
documentaries
arthouse films
live music

a Solo Exhibition
of Paintings by
Marion Meyers

W

ith winter waning our
thoughts may turn toward gardens and many
of us might consider growing our own
produce, especially when inundated with
alarming stories of contamination by hormones or pesticides. Safety issues aside,
there is also enormous satisfaction in being able to eat what you have personally
grown. This article is not to preach to the
converted, however I thought I might direct
it towards beginners and particularly those
with limited outdoor spaces.

JUNE 9 to
JULY 22, 2018
Opening Reception:
Saturday, June 9th 2-4pm
Windows and doors: I
imagine being on the
other side, looking out
or admiring how the light
streams in. I often work
the architectural patterns
into abstract work.

201 Division Street Cobourg On K9A 3P6

thecolborneartgallery.ca
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Changing Seasons

BY CHRISTINE PEETS

fter more than thirty years
in business, with twenty in
the food industry, as a professional chef, food co-op
organizer, restauranteur, and
culinary professor, Pat Forster is ready for
a change, as she continues to look for new
ways to fuel her foodie passions.

A

Seasons Fine Foods & Cookery School
opened in 2008 in Downtown Napanee.
When she had the opportunity to become
a Culinary Arts professor at Loyalist
College in Belleville, Seasons was closed
for a few years. In 2014, she re-opened it,
but this time, with a much bigger location.
“I wanted to stay in Napanee, and I finally
had the space to do everything I wanted:
operate a fine foods shop, offer catering,
and run my own cooking school,” Pat
said. “It was perfect, but it’s been a lot of
work. I was finding it all a bit too much,
and I want some time to travel and spend
more time with my family.”

Summer @ Seasons!

She knew she’d have to make the change
gradually, and felt lucky to have met
Joseph Imre and his wife Jazmin Bansagi
last summer. They had moved to the area
a few years ago and were looking for a
way to follow their passion for cooking
and working with unique foods that would
be mostly sourced locally. They were also
looking for a healthier lifestyle.
Joseph said that he and Jazmin had made
a New Year’s resolution, “We’ve been
on a mission to eat healthier foods, and
work with local farmers and producers,
and since our previous careers in Ottawa
and Toronto often meant working
long hours away from each other, this
opportunity provided us with a way to
work together.”
Jazmin added that with their Eastern
European backgrounds, they were used
to eating heavier meals, and they were
looking for a way to add more vegetables
and lighter fare. Always finding what
they needed at Seasons, they spent many
hours chatting with Pat when they were
visiting Napanee from their farm property
in Enterprise. After many conversations,
Pat knew she’d found the right people to
take over her business.

Serving up the Best
6 Dundas St. W, Napanee, ON
613.354.7557 www.seasonsfinefoods.com
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Joseph said that Pat has treated him and
Jazmin like they were part of her family,
and since becoming the new owners, he
feels like they will be able to carry on
Pat’s legacy and develop closer ties to the
Napanee business and farm community.

The transition took place on June 1. Joseph
and Jazmin are now running the shop,
doing the catering, and preparing the fresh
sandwiches, salads, soups, baked goods,
and frozen meals—all of the things that
continue to bring customers to Seasons,
which received the 2017 Business of the
Year Award from the Napanee BIA.
“Finding new owners for the shop is like it
was meant to be. I had hoped for someone
to take over Seasons and allow me to
continue with the cooking classes, and they
were looking for something that would help
them meet their new goals,” Pat said. “It
just felt right. Now I can stay involved in
this industry that I love.”

From the kitchen at Seasons Fine
Foods Cookery School, Napanee.
Summer is here! With that comes the anticipation of fresh picked juicy heirloom
tomatoes, carefully cut into thick slices, dotted with Maldon salt and dreamily savoured
with each delightful mouthful. Then comes the challenge of what to do with all
those tomatoes ripening in my garden! One of my favourite summertime recipes
is to create icy cold Gazpacho paired with chunks of torn crusty Italian bread and
a glass of chilled Pinot Grigio. Need I say more?

When re-opening Seasons, Pat said that she
wanted to provide Napanee with a grocery
store, but one that offered unique products that
might not be found elsewhere. She also wanted
to carry a line of fresh and frozen gluten-free
foods, from suppliers whose products may not
be found in other stores. Joseph and Jazmin
will be carrying on this tradition, and they have
a vision of how Seasons will evolve.
“Since purchasing our farm, we know how
hard farmers work, and how difficult it can
be for them to find the right markets for their
products,” Jazmin said. “We want to work
with local producers to provide an outlet, and
have more farm-to-table items for sale.”
It’s been a steep learning curve for Jazmin
and Joseph who are very appreciative of
Pat’s guidance and training, which helped
to make the transition a smooth one. They
look forward to welcoming all of Season’s
current and future customers.
A special Open House is being planned for
July 28 in the height of the growing season
when Jazmin will have an abundance of
fresh fruit, vegetables, plants and other
goods in store. There will be plenty of
surprises, and, of course, the fabulous ice
cream from Kawartha Dairy is always a big
hit in the summer. Pat said that cooking
classes will begin again in August, taught
by her and other chefs from the area.
Jazmin, Joseph, and Chef Pat are thrilled
that Seasons lives on.

Seasons Fine Foods & Cookery School
6 Dundas Street W., Napanee.
613-354-7557
seasonsfinefoods.com
Facebook.com/seasonsnapanee/
seasonsfinefoods@gmail.com

Gazpacho
Ingredients
1 medium red pepper, coarsely cut
1 medium green pepper, coarsely cut
2 large cloves garlic, chopped
½ English cucumber, coarsely cut
½ small Spanish onion, coarsely cut
2 ½ cups coarsely cut whole tomatoes
½ cup fresh basil
½ cup fresh oregano
1 tbsp. fresh thyme
1 tsp. dried marjoram
Directions
Place all ingredients into a food processor
and pulse a few times until vegetables
are well mixed and chopped smaller. Be
careful to not overmix. Place in a large
glass bowl and add the following:
2 cups V8 juice
¼ cup Madeira
2 tbsp. extra virgin olive oil
1 tbsp. Worcestershire sauce
Pepper to taste
Fresh basil for garnish
Chill for at least 2 hours before serving.
Serves 4-6

ORGANIC FFARM
ARM M
MARKET
ARKET
1475 County Road 2 North of Wellington
Near Bowermans Corners at County Roads 1 & 2
Prince Edward County
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Butter Tarts
Canadian emissaries of good will?

J

une 1st is Canada’s National Butter Tart Day. That’s something for
Butter Tart makers everywhere to
celebrate. Why not plan your own
Butter Tart Tour road trip? Take a
peek at the handy guide provided by the
www.buttertarttour.ca site for more information about who, what, when and where,
then bookmark the sites that appeal, and
create your own tour. Butter Tart tourism
is a great reason to explore Prince Edward
County, Northumberland, Peterborough
and the Kwarthas. Indulge not only your
cravings for “flaky deliciousness”, but
also discover and experience how these
areas have developed into culinary hot
spot travel destinations.
On the posted signs, the iconic tart shape
will lead you to over fifty destinations, inns,
resorts, cafes, bakeries and restaurants
throughout the region. Consider staying
overnight so you can try even more and
compare and rate them. From family and
budget friendly to luxurious and comfy,
the Butter Tart tour has accommodation
for everyone and all budgets.
Need more reasons to visit the Butter Tart
bakers? How about a special occasion
such as an anniversary, birthday or
graduation? Think weekend getaway or
road trip with your favorite Butter Tart
buddies. If you chose September for
your trip you can attend the competition
at Peterborough Farmer’s Market, and
cheer for your favorite to win Best Butter
Tart. Finalists compete in five categories,
concluding with a best of the best pitting
current winners against previous finalists.
Food historians cite two sources as the
humble beginning of the now famous tart.
It may have been modified from a recipe
for the iconic Quebec Sugar pie that arrived
from France with the filles du roi or King’s
Daughters in the 1600s. The first printed
version of the recipe was discovered in the
early 20th century Royal Victoria Cookbook,
complied by The Women’s Auxiliary of the
Royal Victoria Hospital in Barrie.
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BY MARCIA MASINO
Butter Tarts have never been more popular.
They are venerated by foodies, debated
by politicians, elevated by bakers and
recreated by chefs. My research on current
food trends reveals that cooks and chefs
have created deconstructed versions of
the Butter Tart as an ice cream sundae and
used them as inspiration for special cakes.
With many communities joining the
craze by creating their own festivals,
and an online community calling for
the replacement of Canada Day with
Butter Tart Day, I can’t help but wonder
if they will become even more popular?
What will the future bring? How does
the iconic tart fit into the tomorrow’s
Canadian food-scape?
I can foresee butter tart doughnuts,
breakfast cereal, flavored coffee and
tea and even a butter tart bagel on the
horizon. Fortunately, I have access to
another source of predicting the future. I
asked my Butter Tart loving psychic pals
to tune in to the culinary future of the
tart and their observations are spiritual,
political and sexy.
Olivia stated, “Food trends are certainly a
bellwether for society. I think food trends
in the future will be about healthy foods
primarily, hopefully people will start to
appreciate quality instead of quantity in
their foods in the future. Energetically,
however, there is a big difference between
butter tarts that you buy in cellophane on
the shelf of the grocery store, filled with
additives and poor-quality ingredients,
and the butter tarts made at home or
in a good bakery, with fresh, natural
ingredients. But I bet there will also be a
return to “symbolic” foods that represent
home, family, history, sharing, love
expressed etc. And what better candidate
than butter tarts. They represent love you
can hold in your hand.”
Ana said, "They remind me of the Buddha
bowl that has to always be facing up in
order to receive wisdom. Okay, in this case

to receive yumminess. I predict a long and
happy future of butter tarts in the world."
Lynn had another prediction, she thinks
Butter Tarts are sexy and, in the future, will
be marketed as the Canadian aphrodisiac.
She said, “I love butter tarts. They are so
decadent, if made properly and for me they
are a real treat. My daughter and I went
to a bakery that makes them from scratch
and are almost as big as a small hand. In
the heat of the summer we each got one
and ate them walking down the street and
the filling was running down our chins
and we were moaning with pleasure as
we ate. The kids thought we were crazy
because we were all sticky and smiling.”
Lane believes that “politicians will stop
being cute by debating whether Butter
Tarts should or shouldn’t have raisins and
realizing the influence of the tarts will call
for the creation of a Canadian Culinary
Ambassador who will travel the world and
use them as an offering and door opener
for diplomatic discussions. A call for
a government department to be formed
called the Culinary Diplomacy Department
of Canada will follow. Butter Tarts will be
hailed as emissaries of good will.”
He also predicts that the Butter Tart will
become Canada’s lucky New Year food
because of its circular shape and its golden
hue, both of which are regarded as lucky
in Asian tradition.
The immediate future of this year’s
Butter Tart baker-artisans of Kawarthas
Northumberland involves a new partnering
with other artists to form “Arts and Tarts.”
The “Tartnerships” will showcase local
artists and arts events and special topsecret art inspired recipes will be offered
by the bakers. The tart once again serves
as the source of inspiration!
It’s easy to see why Butter Tarts are
synonymous with Canada, they represent a
continuous tradition, embrace reinvention,
and are always welcome at anyone’s table.

Anna’s
Kitchen
BUTTER TARTS
BY ANNA OLSON
PHOTOGRAPH BY RYAN SZULC

B

utter Tarts are a Canadian
classic sweet treat. While
this recipe uses pecans, feel
free to use other additions in
place of the pecans such as
raisins, walnut pieces or simply leave the
butter tarts plain.
Yield: 12 butter tarts
Prep Time: 40 minutes
Bake Time: 20 minutes
Pastry
2 ½ cups
1 Tbsp
1 tsp
3 Tbsp
1 cup
¼ cup
2 tsp
Filling
¾ cup
¾ cup
½ cup
2
1 tsp
1 tsp
½ cup

375 g
12 g
5g
45 mL
225 g

all-purpose flour
granulated sugar
salt
vegetable oil
cool unsalted butter, cut
into pieces (does not
have to be ice cold)
60 mL cool water
10 mL white vinegar or
lemon juice
150 g dark brown sugar, packed
175 mL maple syrup
115 g unsalted butter, melted
large eggs, at room
temperature
5 mL white vinegar
5 mL vanilla extract
125 mL raisins, pecans or
walnut pieces

Directions
1. Combine the flour, sugar and salt together.
Add the oil and blend in using a pastry
cutter, electric beaters or a mixer fitted with
the paddle attachment, until the flour looks
evenly crumbly in texture.
2. Add the butter and cut in until rough and
crumbly but small pieces of butter are still
visible. Stir the water and vinegar (or
lemon juice, if using) together and add all
at once to the flour mixture, mixing just
until the dough comes together. Shape
the dough into 2 logs, wrap and chill until
firm, at least an hour.
1. Preheat the oven to 200 °C and lightly
grease a 12-cup muffin tin. Pull the chilled
dough from the fridge 20 minutes before
rolling.
2. Cut each of the logs of chilled pie dough
into 6 pieces. Roll each piece out on a
lightly floured work surface to about 5 mm

thick and use a 12 cm round cookie cutter
to cut each into a circle. Line each muffin
cup with the pastry so that it comes about
1 cm higher than the muffin tin, and chill
the lined tin while preparing the filling.
3. Whisk sugar, maple syrup and butter in a
bowl by hand until combined. Whisk in
eggs, then vinegar and vanilla. Sprinkle
a few raisins, pecans or walnut pieces into
each cup and then pour the filling into the
shells and bake the tarts for 5 minutes, then
reduce oven to 375 °F and continue baking
until butter tart filling starts to dome, about
20 more minutes. Cool tarts in the tin, and
chill the tarts in the tin before removing.

From Bake with Anna Olson,
Appetite for Random House, 2017
Taste Canada Silver
Award Winner
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Discovering the delights
of

HIGHWAY
7

HIGHWAY 7

A

re you looking for a pleasant drive on a sunny day?
One where you can explore, learn, relax, eat, and
take in the beauty of the Canadian Shield. A trip
along Highway 7 between Kaladar and Perth can
provide all of the above and more. Pack a picnic
lunch to take advantage of roadside parks along the route. Numerous blueberry stands pop up during the summer season. Besides
being tasty they are packed with antioxidants and phytonutrients
providing health benefits. Low in calories, nutrient dense, and high
in fibre, they can boost heart health and lower cholesterol. Whether
wild or grown domestically, they are a treat to be enjoyed over icecream, or just by the handful. Get some to take home.
The village of Arden, located just off the highway offers a
variety of artisan studios to explore. Saturday July 28th 2018
is the Open House and Garden Party. According to Sarah Hale,
of Batik on Fabric “three studios are open that day, Arden
Pottery, Arden Batik, and Gallery on the Bay. There are also
guest artists displaying their work at Kennebec Community Hall
in the village, and for the last few years there has also been a
Blueberry Tea, and we are hoping that will be the case again this
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BY LILLIE NORMILE

year”. Arden is a lovely, quaint, little village to wander around
and to find amazing artisan treasurers for yourself or friends.
Joanne Pickett of Arden Pottery and Sarah Hale of Arden Batik,
keep regular open hours throughout the summer. (Details on
their Facebook page.) Other artists in the area are available by
appointment or chance. Gordon Wright, works in watercolours
and oils, Aileen Merriam is a ceramicist at Water’s Edge Pottery,
John Duchene paints historic buildings or vehicles, and Judith
Versavel can be found at Gallery on the Bay, working in acrylics
and watercolours.
White Lake Fish Culture Station (25900 Highway 7) near Sharbot
Lake is your opportunity to expand your knowledge about what is
a “designated fish sanctuary”. During the different stages of
development throughout the year visitors can observe: collecting eggs
and milt from fish, disinfecting the eggs and milt to prevent disease,
fertilizing and hatching the eggs, rearing and releasing young fish.
The station’s water source is from White Lake. After visiting
the station one can visit the lake and observe small mouth bass
swimming up to the dock. Tim Drew, the manager emphasized

that you “can't fish or boat on the lake”.
Not even a canoe is allowed on the lake.
This strict rule prevents the introduction
of disease. The hatchery rears between
800,000 and one million lake trout, which
are sent to waters in Eastern Ontario.
The Culture Station is open Monday to
Friday between 8 am and 4:30 pm with no
admission cost. Tours are available but it
is best to call ahead. (1-613-335-2130)
Two provincial parks can be found along
the highway, Sharbot and Silver Lake
Provincial Parks. Both offer opportunities
to explore or camp. Silver Lake Park
has wonderful flora and fauna with a
boardwalk crossing a marsh at the eastern
end. Transitioning between wetland
and upland forest, one might encounter
skunks, woodchucks, raccoons, rabbits
and chipmunks. Not to be left out there
are harmless snakes, painted turtles, toads,
bullfrogs and leopard frogs in the wetland.
Sharbot Lake Provincial Park offers nature
trails, clean facilities and a great variety of
scenery. It is located on two beautifully
clear lakes, Sharbot Lake and Black Lake,
and affords visitors great swimming,
canoeing, boating, camping and fishing.
For general information call 1-613-3352814 or check out their Facebook Page.
Perth hosts numerous events and festivals
throughout the summer. August 11th and
12th is the weekend to enjoy the Garlic
Festival. Marilyn Greer explains that
“this year we have cooking demos, garlic
bread tasting, honey garlic butter tarts,
garlic ice-cream, and live entertainment”.
There will be birds of prey, a beer tent,
with wine, craft beer and liquor tasting
inside the tent. Admission to the festival
is $5.00, children under 12 are free.
Proceeds go back to the Lions Club who
serve the community and hospital.
There is much to choose from during a drive
along this part of Highway 7, food, culture,
artisans and just the simple chance to look
at the beautiful countryside. Perhaps take
some awesome photos or set up an easel for
plein air painting? One person described
the landscape as being like a succession of
Group of Seven paintings. Several trips
could easily be required to fully experience
all that this stretch of highway has to offer.
Enjoy the summer!

Experience memorable summers with
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in Trent Hills
WARKWORTH – HASTINGS – CAMPBELLFORD
Located in Northumberland County, just 90 minutes east of Toronto

Foodie Fridays
Give your taste buds a treat
Create your own chocolate artwork while discovering the
science and history of this amazing food. Chocolatier Angela
Roest will tantalize your palate serving as your guide on a
personal artistic journey. Learn to taste the differences in
ﬂavour in single origin chocolate bars and then make three
of your own distinct hand-painted versions (advance
reservation required). Take the self-guided Trent Hills Flavour
Trail, visit the farmers' market, check out eateries that feature
local fare, or experience a special Foodie Friday event.

Dare to Pair Saturdays
Creative pairings of music with food and drink
Saturday, July 21, 2 p.m. – Westben Concerts at the Barn
A healthy dose of scotch tasting, a good meal, the sound of
the pipes and a splendid concert featuring the best Scottish
tunes sung by Westben co-founder Donna Bennett and tenor
Colin Ainsworth, with Brian Finley at the piano. Dare to Pair
begins at 12 noon, with local scotch expert Gord Reid
describing and sharing a few of his favourite drams, followed
by lunch with Chef Ravi. Every Saturday there is a new food
and drink and concert pairing beginning June 30 and
ﬁnishing August 4. Pre-registration required.

Sunday Drives
Exploring picturesque rural Ontario
Make your way to Trent Hills, where the hills are rolling
and the views are sweeping. Spend a relaxing day on a
self-guided driving tour of the many attractions to be
found in Campbellford, Warkworth, Hastings, and enjoy
the pleasing sights the countryside has to offer as you
travel between communities. Visit the spectacular Ranney
Gorge Suspension Bridge. Take a selﬁe in front of the giant
$2 coin or Pisces Pete ﬁsh sculpture. Learn about one of
Canada’s National Historic Sites, the Trent-Severn
Waterway, with 11 locks located in Trent Hills.

For more details or to reserve an experience go to
www.VisitTrentHills.ca/summerweekends
1-800-635-1556 or 705-653-1551

tourism@trenthillschamber.ca
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Home Decor, Fashion & Gourmet Food
Upholstery, Fabrics & Fusion Mineral Paint
Kitchen & Bath ReDesign
Colour Consultations & Home Staging

Brighton’s still got
the Blue House

85 Main Street, Brighton ON
specialeffectsdecorating.com

hey say home is where the
heart is and that’s certainly true
for Lisa Wamboldt for whom
the attraction of returning to
Brighton was irresistible and
as fate would have it, she bought a house
previously owned by her parents. Willow
Lifestyle Boutique now occupies a prominent corner spot on Main Street adjacent
to Sobey’s and Gina Boyd’s Boutique.
However the store front is but the tip of
the iceberg, being the visible symbol of a
Canadian clothing empire which since the
early 1990s, ships Canadian designed and
manufactured women’s fashions all over
Canada and the United States. To this day
Lisa’s mother remains the chief designer
and her father is the vice president, her
brother covers the United States and Lisa
looks after Canadian sales.

T

Willow specialises in travel and cruise
wear that is both practical and elegant,
as “elegance never goes out of style”
and is continuously stocked with over
five hundred product lines from beach
wear to attire for an evening dining at the
Captain’s table.
To Lisa, the closure of 78 on Main
represented the loss of a spoke in
Brighton’s economic wheel. More than
just the loss of a convenient source of
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a quick lunch or after work dinner, it
threatened to be a loss of an element in
what makes Brighton tick, an element that
encouraged passing motorists on the 401
to divert downtown.
Learning of Anna Thomson’s impending
retirement, Lisa was concerned that the
Blue House, one of Brighton’s iconic
landmarks and an historic Edwardian home,
might be lost as a retail space, and become
a professional office, the fate suffered
by 78 on Main. She determined to step
in. Following a period of refurbishment
and a new sophisticated colour scheme,
the refreshed Blue House reopened its
doors this spring. The main floor is a
gift shop with primarily Canadian home
and garden décor, interesting and unique
linens, ceramics and jewellery, upstairs is
dedicated to art works sourced from local
artists and sculptors.
Owning retail space at each end of
Brighton’s Main Street allows Lisa and
her staff to direct and guide customers to
other members of the business community
to mutual benefit. “It’s a very supportive
group,” opines Lisa, “everyone works
together.” The Wamboldt family look
forward to making a major contribution
to Brighton’s retail landscape for many
years to come.

Summer
...starts here
Collections

TAKE A
CLOSER
LOOK

. . . Red Coral
. . . Renuar
. . . Habitat

Accessories
. . . Fashion
Handbags
. . . Unique Jewelry
. . . Hats & Scarves

23 MAIN STREET, BOX 910
BRIGHTON 613.475.6275
www.dragonflybrighton.com

BUY AND SELL
• Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment
• Music Related Accessories

27 Main St. - 2nd Floor (above Dragonfly Boutique)
Brighton, ON K0K 1H0
aptonerecords@gmail.com

613-921-1290

CHECK OUT
www.cobourgloft.ca and
www.grapevinemagazine.ca
for details of the
Grapevine Magazine Sundays
in September Jazz Festival
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KEEPING MUSIC LIVE MUSICAL VARIETY AT THE NIGHT KITCHEN TOO

he experience of the success
of live music presentations
known as “Night Kitchen”
in Wolfville, Nova Scotia,
inspired Belleville resident
Gary Magwood to propose a similar program here. A little over five years ago, he
approached his friend Joe Callahan, who
had connections with local musicians, and
thus Night Kitchen Too was born.

T

“Our name is a little play on words as I
was borrowing the concept and wanted
to honour the original name, and so it’s
‘Night Kitchen 2’, or ‘Night Kitchen
Too’, as in also,” said Gary.
None of what is presented is performed in
a kitchen though. They are on stage at the
Pinnacle Playhouse, the CORE Centre, or the
Parrott Stage—all in downtown Belleville.
Joe and Gary work with Marvin Tucker,
the liaison with the Playhouse, setting up
the series. Joe is the music organizer and
everything is geared to acoustic performance
with just one microphone.
“We have had four or five people around
the one microphone and everyone could be
heard, so we know we have a great sound
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system. We are grateful to the technicians at
the Playhouse for helping us achieve that.
Events are held nine months of the year,
and the performers, all from the Greater
Quinte Region, range from beginners just
starting out, to seasoned professionals who
may be looking to expand their audience,
and present their latest work, while
mentoring the newcomers. In addition to
live music, there are also performances of
spoken word poetry and dramatic readings.
“This is a good experience for performers,
and audiences are always very appreciative,
because they are in a theatre setting, not
a pub or restaurant, which is sometimes
where newcomers have to get used to
playing,” offered Gary. “So instead of
having to compete with conversations, and
other background noise, the performers
have the full attention of an audience.”
Each event features one performer who will do
three or four pieces, and there are supporting
acts, doing one piece each. Numbers vary,
but there are sometimes as many as eleven or
twelve performers at each event. The evening
ends with a jam session, which is a lot of fun
for both audience and performers.

“Sometimes there are sing-alongs, and
we’ve even seen people dancing in the
aisles. It’s always great entertainment.”
Along with booking the talent, Joe hosts
the night and also takes to the stage.
Alexandra Bell and Nathan Mahaffy offer
both assistance and play as a duo.
“Folks may not be familiar with some of
the performers, but these are definitely
talented people who deserve to have an
audience, which is what we try to provide.“
Doors open at 7pm, and the performance
gets underway at 8pm and runs till 10:30
pm, followed by the jam session, which
gives everyone the opportunity to learn
from each other and have some fun.
In addition to having local musicians
perform, Gary says that the Quinte
Symphony and the Kiwanis Music
Festival have been approached to have
their musicians join in.
“That brings some variety into the
programming,” Gary says, “but it’s
important to us that the performers still be
locally-based.

New Orford String Quartet ~ Artistic Directors

SEPTEMBER 7-16
St. Mary Magdalene Anglican Church
335 Main Street, PICTON
THE WHOLE POINT OF THE PROGRAM IS
TO GIVE LOCAL MUSICIANS, POETS, AND
ACTORS THE CHANCE TO BE ON STAGE.”

Erin Wall

September 7
New Orford String Quartet
September 8
Studio de musique ancienne
de Montréal

While Night Kitchen Too may have the feel
of an Open Mike, this is not truly open as the
performers are there by invitation. Anyone
who plays acoustic music, performs spoken
word poetry, or does dramatic readings is
welcome to contact Gary.

September 9
Piano Recital
with André Laplante

“After five years, we are thrilled with
the range of talent we are able to bring
to local audiences and we look forward to
many more performances.“

Dates: Check the schedule of events on
the Night Kitchen Too Facebook page for
performance dates: www.facebook.com/
groups/444127769054992/ (info about
other local events is posted here too.)
Locations: All in Downtown Belleville: The
Pinnacle Playhouse Theatre, 256 Pinnacle
Street CORE Centre, 223 Pinnacle Street;
The Parrott Stage, Market Square
Cost: $10 (all proceeds are used to pay
performers, technicians, and for the venue)
Contact: Gary Magwood, lattalad@gmail.com

September 14
Evening of Song
with Erin Wall
September 15
Mark Fewer & Friends
play jazz
September 16
Mark Fewer & Friends
play chamber music

15th
SEASON!

www.pecmusicfestival.com
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henever my editor and
I discuss future articles,
the subject of food is
never far away.
Responding to photos of
the magnificent snow-covered Swiss Bernese
Oberland I’d recently sent him, he wondered
if rumours about Swiss hikers carrying the
ingredients of fondue in their pockets so that
they could make it on a mountain top were
actually true. With unconcealed enthusiasm
he marvelled at the idea of what seemed like
the ultimate one pan meal and sending me up
the north face of the Eiger to prove it!

Making
Swiss-Style
Mehlsuppe
over a Campfire?
Why not?
BY ANGELA HAWN
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Intrigued, I promised to do my best to find
out. I knew it wasn’t just the foodie idea that
had tweaked his interest. It was the idea of
the ultimate gourmet adventure. He who
risks avalanches and altitude sickness, all in
the name of a grand meal on high, must be a
true gastronomical superhero. An adventurer
at heart himself (who else has the oomph
to persist in making a go of it in the print
magazine business these days), he wanted
to know what made these folks tick. And,
being the practical sort, he naturally wanted
to know what fueled them when hungry.
"You think you can do that and still make
deadline?" he asked in an email, a tiny
morsel of doubt appearing between the lines.
"Sure," I said bravely. "I’m enrolling in a
French course this week."
No response. I think we had both
forgotten any questions I might be asking
would need to be asked en francais.
Ah, c’est la vie! When in doubt, bring
along a translator. Far more advanced
in her French language skills than I, my
teenaged daughter agreed to help, and it
barely required any bribery at all!
And the first thing we found out was this:
though simple to make, fondue isn’t the
greatest meal to prepare on the move. In
the first place, a proper fondue pot, or
caquelon, as they say here, made from
thick ceramic is heavy and no one in
their right mind would volunteer to cart
it along for even a downhill stroll, let
alone straight up a mountain. The little
stove (generally involving a small candle
or canister of flammable liquid) is indeed
portable, but also, alas, a little awkward

to carry around. Not to mention the bread
and or potatoes. Who wants to lug a kilo
or two of baguettes and spuds uphill?
But what about making a cheese fondue
on the go, I persist. I’ve read stories on
the internet about people making fondue
in portable pots over a fire.
This brings smiles and nods and even
some questions. Were the stories possibly
penned by non-Swiss tourists?
Yes, of course, it’s possible, they say. But it’s
not something they would do. After a long
hike, the preferred destination for fondue is a
mountain-top cafe, of which there are many
here in Switzerland, or maybe, if you’re
lucky enough to possess one, your own
high-up chalet with a view. No need to cart
up the caquelon. It’s already there. And if
you’re renting someone else’s cabin for the
night, not only will the landlord generally
lay in all provisions required, but he or she
will most likely prepare the meal itself and
have it waiting for you upon arrival.
What came up most in conversation
about outdoor cooking possibilities with
our albeit limited group of interviewees
(neighbours, the members of a local choir
we’d both joined, some colleagues of
my husband’s, etc.) were references to
different kinds of soup. Most popular was
something called Soupe de Chalet, a brothy

type of hearty pasta dish, traditionally
simmered in an enormous cauldron style
pot over an open fire. Hmm…a cauldron.
Again, not sounding so portable.
"If it’s simple you’re looking for, how
about Mehlsuppe?" one of the first
sopranos offered, or at least I think this is
what she said. Did I mention the French
course I’m taking is strictly for beginners?
With my daughter’s help, the story of
Mehlsuppe is relaid in short order. Note this
simple concoction relying mostly on beef
broth and flour, comes from Basel, or Bale
in French, the beautiful medieval Swiss city
within a stone’s throw of borders to both France
and Germany and only a couple of hours north
west of the little town we currently call home.
Traditionally served up to hungry festival
goers during Carnivale, most Swiss consume
it in late winter or early spring, a pre-Lent treat
designed to use up all of the rich ingredients in
your pantry prior to a month of eating plainly.
Think Shrove Tuesday and pancakes.
Hmm, sounds delicious. And really, so easy
to make, you could indulge in it anytime.
Apparently many Swiss do exactly that. And
what about putting all of the raw ingredients
into one’s backpack and preparing it on a hike?
"Well, you could," one genteel Swiss
acquaintance agrees amiably. "But I’d rather
go to a cafe and order something there!"

Easy Swiss Mehlsuppe
¼ cup of butter
3 – 4 tablespoons of flour
1 onion, chopped
4 cups water
2 cups beef bouillon
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of marjoram and nutmeg
Grated Parmesan or Gruyere cheese
Melt the butter in a durable pot and
brown the flour on low heat, stirring
constantly to prevent scorching.
Add the onions and sauté. Mix in both
the water and boullion, plus seasonings.
Simmer for at least thirty minutes
before serving up with generous
smatterings of cheese.
Note: for a heartier meal suitable for
hikers with an appetite, add about
half a cup of red wine when pouring
in the other liquids and serve over
top of sliced wholemeal bread.
Feeling ambitious? Throw the
ingredients into ziplock bags, take
along some onion powder to replace
the onions, pour your wine into a
portable, lightweight bottle and off
you go. Could it be made on the run
over a camp fire? Why not?

September 21 - 23 10am - 5pm

pecstudiotour.com

•
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ccasionally, predicting the
future occupies most of us,
even if it’s only consulting the
weather forecast, or buying a
lottery ticket. Romans scrutinized the entrails of recently slaughtered
animals, whilst grandma was content to
read the tea leaves. Children of my generation were teased with the prospect of
the paperless office and the promise of
an unprecedented new world of leisure
as computers and automation relieved everyone of the daily grind. In response
local councils established departments of
arts and leisure to keep their potentially
feckless, soon to be under-employed populations, occupied. But, as we now know,
it never quite happened like that. Offices
still consume paper by the ream, a fifty
percent rise since the eighties, and now
work accompanies us everywhere and
anywhere twenty four seven, courtesy of
the smart phone.

O

In a recent television advert, Lexus offer
their glimpse of the future. Featuring
a mature gentleman of unmistakably
professional demeanour, we observe his
being transported to work in a futuristic
pod. Wistfully he reminisces about the
days when he could put his Lexus sports
saloon through its paces. His masculinity
is expressed in his skilfully guiding the car
down the road at speed, throwing it in and
out of corners, and enjoying the visceral
thrill of flooring his right foot. Closing
the advert a voice over exhorts, “enjoy
driving while you can”. It’s hard to escape
the conclusion that with one of the world’s
largest car manufacturers predicting the
end of motoring as we know it, things will
change. If the driverless car becomes a

reality it will have considerable impact
on society and particularly employment.
Let’s take a look.
Long distance truck driving is predicted
to be first on the chopping block and truck
driving is the number one employer of men
in the US. Service stations will have fewer
customers as driverless vehicles do not
need lunch or bathroom breaks. Perhaps
those drivers engaged in making home
deliveries of lumber and dry wall from the
D-I-Y store will be safe for a while, but
wealthy readers might like to give their
chauffeurs notice. As drivers become
unnecessary, so will driver training,
leading to the closure of driving schools.
Remarkably in Canada, the materials
required for passing the driving test are
produced in twenty two languages, all of
those writers, editors and web designers
will become redundant. Additionally the
whole tier of Service Canada concerning
itself with issuing licences and their five
year replacement, will have less and
less to do leading to more redundancies.
Government revenues will decline.
Ninety five percent of all motoring
accidents are attributed to human error.
Removing you and I from the equation,
will eliminate accidents almost entirely,
severely impacting the car repair industry.
Recovery trucks will not be needed, body
shop staff who repair damaged vehicles
will be without work, parts and paint
suppliers will experience a dramatic loss
of business; one can anticipate the whole
supply chain to contract all the way back to
the sourcing of raw materials. Potentially,
one benefit of a lack of accidents is that
first responders

autonomous vehicles
driving into an uncertain future?
BY ORBI MONTBLANC
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with further advances in automation,
artificial intelligence, developments in
robotics and quantum computing, and one
might well wonder how any of us are going
to earn a living in just a few years.

would have less to do, thus offering the
opportunity for an improved service and
response time in other areas, but there
would also be the temptation to cut back
services to save costs. Emergency rooms
would experience a reduced workload,
which again could lead to improvements
for those injured in other ways, but again
there could be pressure to cut service
provision. Ghoulish as it may sound
fewer accidents would mean fewer organs
available for transplantation. Whilst
waiting to renew my driving licence
recently, an illuminated sign advised me
that just one organ donor could help as
many as eight other people. A reduction in
the medicines, bandages and other supplies
used to patch people up is to be anticipated
leading to cut backs by suppliers and
manufacturers. For sometime there would
be fewer funerals for funeral directors to
direct and less and less work for lawyers
pursuing personal injury claims. Revenues
from traffic violations and parking tickets
would dry up. Neither meter readers nor
parking meters would be required, leading
to more lay offs.
If driverless cars eliminate accidents,
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one might imagine there would be no
need for insurance companies? How
many thousands of people are engaged
in that activity? A lack of insurance
policies would also negatively impact
the employees of Canada Post…how
many millions of deliveries could be
eliminated? Gradually the combined effect
of a reduction in car repairing, insurance
companies and driving schools would
exert a downward pressure on property
values, as less business premises would be
needed, property companies would take a
hit, reducing employment and investments
so secured could be challenged.
And that’s just the good news! With the
implementation of electric power trains
employment opportunities will be further
challenged. Such engines have less moving
parts and require less maintenance which
means less revenue to garages. (An industry
insider advised me, this is one factor that has
delayed the wider and speedier introduction
of electric vehicles.) As electric vehicles
come on stream, the use of gas will diminish
leading to the contraction and eventual
disappearance of that whole supply chain,
from gas stations to oil rigs.

And that unfortunately is not the end of
it, rather just the beginning. I suspect
the most significant development in the
future of personal transportation will
be a paradigm shift from the current
‘ownership’ model to a ‘provision of
service’ model. In the future, the thought
is that we will not own private cars, but
rather use the driverless pods as we might
take a taxi. Obviously this makes a lot of
sense as most of our cars are only used for
a couple of hours a day and occupy a lot of
valuable space, especially in cities, when
not being used. Such a paradigm shift
would have catastrophic consequences
for employment, as if we merely access
a service, we are less invested in the
precise details of the vehicle providing
service, so long as it works well enough.
If you take a cab from the airport, you do
not really care whether it’s a Chevrolet,
Ford, or a BMW, as it is not a reflection
of your personality or your perception of
a personal image. But when one buys a
car, it’s a different story. A lot of people
are engaged in designing motor vehicles
that are ever so slightly, but significantly
different from one another, many more
dream up copy, design print, billboard

and television ads to persuade us to
favour one company over another with
our pocket book. But once fashion and
status become irrelevant, those people
will be out of work. Then there are
dealership networks and salesmen. In
this scenario all these endeavours will
cease to exist. Manufacturing companies
will make “pods” in various sizes, but
they will all be essentially the same and
very easy to construct, probably using
the wonder material graphene.
(For
example complexly engineered crumple
zones will not be required as they will
not crash.) It will be Henry Ford’s
dictum “any colour so long as it’s black”
leading to unprecedented economies of
scale, and commensurate unprecedented
redundancies. Less revenue from car
companies will reduce and eventually
eliminate the television shows they
support, which may not be a bad thing!
Current safety features like lane departure
alerts, proximity sensors and automatic
braking will become old hat. Sensors
reading the road will be overtaken by a
system whereby the master computer
will be aware of the location of each
pod on high definition maps, and limit
and control their proximities. GPS will
guide each pod to its destination with
constant communication, enabled by the
forthcoming G5 network, between the pod
and the master computer. This will mean
that road signs, traffic lights, street lights,
lane markings, even street name plaques
will ultimately become unnecessary,
contributing to a further reduction in the
work force.
Society will be disrupted, the relationship
between workers and employers could
be changed, possibly causing political
upheaval. Governments will face the
challenge of decreasing tax revenues and
increasing social insurance costs. Couple
the forgoing, with further advances
in automation, artificial intelligence,
developments in robotics and quantum
computing, and one might well wonder
how any of us are going to earn a living
in just a few years. (Recently a burger
flipping robot started work in Pasadena.)
The only part of the economy that seems
to have potential for growth, if you’ll
pardon the pun, appears to be weed!

Storefronts and Stages:
A Guide to Immersive Theatre
When most people think of live theatre, they
tend to picture a traditional stage, a giant velvet
curtain, and plush auditorium-style seating. But
what happens when theatre decides to leave the
stage and go elsewhere? Then you have a whole
different beast called ‘immersive theatre.’
Kingston has two festivals that really embrace
what immersive theatre is all about. The first is
the Kick & Push Festival, an alternative theatre
festival currently preparing to launch its fourth
season this summer. The second is Theatre
Kingston’s Storefront Fringe Festival, which
makes use of empty storefronts around town
to stage a variety of randomly selected plays.
But what distinguishes immersive theatre,
exactly? Simply put, it is any theatre that uses
space as a central part of the experience.
The Kick & Push Festival describes the
possibilities of this type of theatre on its
website, “As an audience member you may
take your seat in someone’s living room instead
of an auditorium, or you may be invited to get
out of your seat to join in a friendly game of
basketball on stage (up to you!)”
Looking at past examples of Kingston’s local
immersive theatre, a few in particular stand
out. There was 2017s How We Are, Part 1:
Morning After, about two friends who wake
up together in an apartment after a night out,
staged in an actual apartment space. Then
there was Lessons in Temperament, which

BY LIN YOUNG

followed one man as he tuned pianos in
various public and private venues throughout
Kingston, exploring personal topics such as
his brother’s mental illnesses. And finally,
2016s New and Used, a part of the Storefront
Fringe Festival, set a play about a record store
in an actual local record store!
The main idea is that theatre can take place
anywhere—in basements, apartments or
storefronts—and that the space itself can be
central to the experience. In fact, the main
appeal of this type of theatre is that there
is no separation between audience and
actor, stage and auditorium. You can smell
the dust on the records, or hear the squeak
of shoes against gymnasium floors, or find
yourself literally inhabiting the same space
as the characters in the play. Occasionally,
immersive theatre can turn into interactive
theatre—theatre where the audience is
actually pulled into the action!
Simply put, immersive theatre pushes the
boundaries of what theatre can be, providing
unique theatrical experiences that puts the
audience right into the thick of the action. If
you’re curious about this innovative form of
theatre, stay tuned for the lineup for the fourth
season of the Kick & Push Festival, which will
run from July 19th to August 12th in Kingston,
Ontario. Also look to the Storefront Fringe
Festival, which runs from July 20th to the 28th
across three different storefronts in Kingston.

July 18 TO
August 12
2018
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Planning
for the future

of business
BY MEGHAN DAVIS & JASON TRUEMAN

OUR 25th SEASON!

2018

www.watersidemusic.ca
musicwaterside@ g m a i l . c o m

CELEBRATING

25

SEASONS!
July 4, 4:15 p.m.
Robert Kortgaard & Peter Tiefenbach
with Julie Nasrallah & Brett Plegato
July 10, 4:15 p.m.
Great musicians perform
Alliage Quintet
memorable music in the friendly
July 16, 7:15 p.m.
atmosphere of St. Paul’s Church,
Vienna Piano Trio
Amherst Island.
July 29, 7:15 p.m.
Beverley Harris, Artistic Director
Rolston String Quartet
For more information please visit our website!
August 10, 4:15 p.m.
Jonathan Crow, Philip Chiu & Gabriel Radford
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n Canada, our aging population
and the increasing complexity of
today's families and private businesses have caused a growing focus in the financial services industry towards estate planning. One should
be wary, however, of advisors who claim
to offer a one-stop service. Estate planning is a team effort, and almost always
requires collaboration between experts in
various fields.

I

As an example, an incorporated small
business owner needs corporate legal,
accounting and tax planning advice to
form a succession plan; they might sell
their business to an employee, an outside
party or to a younger family member. Life
insurance often plays an important role
in business continuity. Wills are more
complex for business owners, so additional
legal expertise is necessary. Failing to plan,
can threaten the business and deplete the
estate of the owner who worked so hard to
build it. Particularly for corporations and
their shareholders, tax planning becomes
more complex; for example, accessing the
capital gains deduction and post-mortem
tax strategies to avoid being double taxed
after a shareholder death.
At times, we have seen clients who have
acted on advice that appears to have been

somewhat off-the-cuff. One example is
clients who had been told by a financial
advisor or banker to move assets into
joint ownership to avoid probate fees and
facilitate estate administration. To see the
potential pitfalls of this advice, one only
needs to look at a number of court cases
where this type of planning has ultimately
led to the unwinding of an estate plan,
litigation and the breakdown of family
relationships. Often, these situations can be
prevented by obtaining proper legal advice.
An advisor, although not a legal expert,
can help their clients to understand some
of the unforeseen factors that could affect
their estate plans by being an issueidentifier. In addition, if the advisor has
a solid network of professionals and an
understanding of their respective practice
areas, they can help a client who may be
unsure where to find this expertise.
When deciding who to use as an advisor,
in addition to their ability to manage
and invest your wealth, consider their
additional training and their ability to help
you identify and understand the estate
planning issues that are relevant to your
life. They can add value to your estate
and give you peace of mind regarding
your financial future.

With age came wisdom

and the understanding

that one should focus on what’s valuable

and worry not about one’s wealth
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CARBON
ART AND DESIGN

COMES TO

PICTON
n Lipsom Lane, just behind
the County Canteen at 281b
Main Street Picton, is the
location of new kid on the
block, Hri Neil, and his latest venture, Carbon Art and Design. Hri
has resurrected the redundant almost cremated former coffin factory into a gallery
space, combined with rental studio options,
and a location for his own design services.
From an uninsulated, unheated, ill lit shell,
has been created a multi purpose art space.
Carbon in the name refers to the cool effect the historic fire had on the structure’s
beams, which are now resplendent in a lustrous clear coat.

O

For many years Hri has been “living and
breathing contemporary art” at artist run
centres, commercial galleries and public
institutions, and thus brings a wealth of
knowledge to his new gallery, combining
a painter’s practical experience with the
skill set of the curator. Carbon will focus
on contemporary art exhibitions initially
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of two week’s duration, during the peak
season, strongly focussed on local and
regional artists. For the future there
will be a commitment to both solo and
thematic group shows. Later in the year
the display policy will morph to seasonally
appropriate fine craft and gift sales.
Carbon plays nice with other chemicals,
and generously from January to May
the gallery will open its doors to other
curators, musicians, or artists wishing to
collaborate with the presentation of their
work, at little or even no cost. Hri is
looking to “make stuff happen” so please
get in touch with your proposals.
“Darkest Light” is the opening show
and runs to 14 July and features works
from Mark Bartkiw, Kelly Cade, Janine
Kinch, Colm MacCool, Rhonda Nolan,
Pam Patterson, Andrea Piller, Brandon
Sargeant and Carl Wiens. Carbon can
be ashes or diamonds, but expect drama
and fireworks. Go and see for yourself.
www.carbonartdesign.com

GOOD BONES GREAT FINISH

AKB A R C H I T E C T S
ARCHITECTURE

INTERIORS

R E N O VAT I O N S

13360 Loyalist Parkway, Picton
613.476.6834
sagedesignandconstruction.com

CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION AT INFO@AKB.CA

A T E L I E R
2 5 A M O R R OW AV E

SUITE 202

K A S T E L I C

TORONTO

ON

M6R 2W8

B U F F E Y
TEL 416 204 1331

W W W. A K B . C A

SideStreet Gallery
Local & Regional Artists • Custom Framing
and more...

THE GRAPEVINE SUNDAYS in
SEPTEMBER JAZZ FESTIVAL
AT THE LOFT COBOURG
Blue Note Summer Series
Music of Horace Silver, Joe Henderson, Wayne Shorter,
Herbie Hancock & Freddie Hubbard
Brownman Ali -trumpet, Nick Maclean -piano,
Jesse Dietschi-bass, Tyler Goertzen-drums
Mark your diaries or devices for
2 , 9, 16, 23 and 30 September. All concerts start at 3pm
www.cobourgloft.ca

264 Main St. Wellington, Ontario
613.399.5550
sidestreet264main@gmail.com
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Introduces An Exclusive Line Of
Outdoor Wear From Denmark

STYLE
COMFORT
DURABILITY

OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
CLOTHING FOR
MEN & WOMEN
JACKETS VESTS COATS
HATS BACKPACKS
FOOTWEAR

Trust Your Instinct!

Be Outside

innovative interiors
• drapery • blinds
• in home consultations
• interior design
705-653-4715

www.innovativeinteriors.ca
20 Queen Street Campbellford

ZAZU

B O U T I Q U E
LADIES FASHIONS
ACRYLIC NAILS, MANICURES, PEDICURES, TANNING

Put a little ZAZU in your life.

53 BRIDGE ST., CAMPBELLFORD, ON (705) 632-1435
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Ecstasy Crafts:

Create something beautiful
Crafting is a fun and social way to bring out your inner artist.
Even if you do not consider yourself a creative person, you will be surprised at what
you can achieve. Ecstasy Crafts offers an incredible range of craft supplies, including
everything you need for paper craft, mixed media, DIY home décor, gifts and fabric
art. If you are apprehensive about getting started, our friendly and experienced staff are
always happy to answer questions and demonstrate new products.
At weekly classes, offered in our large comfortable space, you can learn new techniques
with guidance from our instructors. Classes are perfect for crafters of all skill levels
and include all the supplies to create something beautiful. Check our Eventbrite page at
ecstasycrafts.eventbrite.com for the class schedule.
Ditch the Facebook birthday greetings in favour of a unique handmade birthday card that
will be so much more appreciated by your loved one. Gather your friends, visit Ecstasy
Crafts and discover a new interest. Mention Grapevine Magazine when you do. Send us
a photo of your creation and we will post it on our Facebook page.
Ecstasy Crafts is located at 630 Shannonville Road, just off the 401 at exit 556.
Tel.1.888.288.7131 www.ecstasycrafts.com

Wine Tote Instructions
List of products used:

Aladine IZINK 3D Texture Paste – Classic Tomato
(AD85453) and Ambre (AD85459)
Delicate Script Mask – MASKDELICATES
Wine Tote - CCBCVS4852
Handmade wine bottle mask
Permanent Craft Markers – CT603

Instructions:

1. Mix Aladine IZINK 3D Texture Paste Classic
Tomato and Ambre, equal parts, to create a
mulled wine color.
2. Position the wine bottle stencil onto the
drawstring canvas wine tote. Position the
Delicate Script mask on top of the first stencil.
3. Scoop the mixed textured paste and apply to
the canvas wine tote evenly, using a spatula
4. Remove stencils and allow to dry.
5. Using the bottle stencil re-align the image
and use a co-ordinating marker trace the
outline of the bottle onto the canvas.
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The Prince Edward County Studio Tour
celebrates 25 years of creativity
BY SHARON HARRISON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY SHARON HARRISON

Meandering the back roads and scenic side roads of Prince Edward County once the bustle of summer has subsided
is an anticipated pastime for many. Rural landscapes and water views abound at every turn in the road. Dropping in on
a favourite artist, spending an afternoon strolling Wellington’s many studios or exploring farther afield to seek out
a cherished studio or gallery is what the revered Prince Edward County Studio Tour is all about.
he event showcases eclectic
endeavour and artistic expression as juried artists open their
creative spaces as thousands
of visitors flock to discover
unique, distinctive and exceptional artwork. The County’s premier annual Studio
Tour reaches all corners of the County from
the peninsula of Long Point to the outskirts
of Bloomfield, to points north, to the town
of Picton and many locations in between.

T

The stellar line-up includes painters, potters
and photographers sprinkled with a handful
of fabric artists, jewellery makers and fibre
artists. Throw in sculptors, ceramists and glass
artists and you have all the ingredients for
a recipe of artistic excellence wrapped up in
one sophisticated collective body of bespoke
works. The breadth of creativity and media
will tantalize the senses, inspire the mind
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and open up a world of endless and indulgent
possibilities whether browsing or buying.
Direct connection to the artists in their
environment allows visitors to experience
first-hand an artist’s creative intimate
space, enjoy a demonstration, learn about
their craft, discover their individual style
and hear about their inspirational journey.
With the early morning sunlight pouring
into the airy gallery, colour and shapes
playfully bounce across the space creating
a kaleidoscope of distorted funky patterns.
Glassblower Mark Armstrong holds the
distinction of being a Tour participant
since its very humble beginnings. “I’m
the last man standing out of the original
dozen of us,” he said. This popular stop
on the Tour route invites people to gather
around the fire-breathing dragons (aka the

white-hot glowing furnaces) of impressive
heat and blinding light to marvel at the
ancient form of glass blowing.
The Tour coincides with the pleasantly
warm days of September, the turning
of the leaves and a season of transition.
It is a Tour that spans three days and
two astronomical seasons, welcoming
38 existing, returning and new artists
including nine guest artists at 27 studio
locations scattered throughout the
County’s intoxicating rural landscape.
The many emerging and professional artists
moving to the County ensure the Studio
Tour remains vibrant and vital. Visit the
studios of newcomer painters Renee Hiltz,
Jodi Shuster and Dianne Kehoe. Paul
Verrall’s studio is where you’ll discover
exquisite soapstone, serpentine and

alabaster sculptures of Canadian wildlife.
Also new to the County and to the Tour
this year is lifelong painter Indra Dosanjh.
“It’s great for people like me coming into
the community as a fresh face as it gives
people a fresh perspective,” said Dosanjh.
The Bloomin’ Barn Studio housed in a rustic
1880s carriage house—complete with a
repurposed chandelier—displays Margaret
McFetridge’s exuberant giant florals
painted in every colour of the rainbow.
Amélie Koning’s dynamic use of colour in
her exquisite painted silk wearable pieces
have a following all their own. Returning
artists, award-winning photographer and
fibre nest sculpture artist Tara Wilkinson
and encaustic painter Andrew Csafordi
invite all to their rural property to check out
their stunning century-old barn gallery.
As part of its anniversary celebrations,
the Tour recently announced a creative
collaboration with participating member
artists and County writers. ‘The County
CollAboRaTive –Where art meets the written
word’ challenged local writers to compose an
ekphrastic response to a piece of artwork—
the Greek term ‘ekphrasis’ means a vivid
verbal description of a visual representation.
Special events will be held on two weekends
over the summer showcasing the random
pairing of artist and writer. Spoken word
performances and all artists will be in
attendance at Friday evening Receptions.
The first event will be held at the Bloomfield

Town Hall on Saturday July 14 (Reception
July 13) followed by the Wellington Town
Hall on Saturday August 11 (Reception
August 10). Attendees can also vote on their
favourite artist-writer collaboration choice.
Potter Peta Hall founded the Prince Edward
County Studio Tour 25 years ago with a small
circle of professional artists. “We started small
and the whole mission behind the Tour was to
invite the public into our studios to watch how
we made our work and ask questions directly
to the maker as every studio had an artist
actually working,” said Hall.
While the formula has been perfected
over its quarter century, it is one not taken
lightly and continues to be cultivated and
carefully nurtured by all those involved
within the non-profit, volunteer-run
organization, and especially by its many
contributing artists. The PEC Studio
Tour, which functions today under the
umbrella of the Prince Edward County
Arts Council, has supported and promoted
over 300 artists since its inception.
The PEC Studio Tour has a surprising
number of painters—over 70 percent
of its members describe themselves as
painters whether acrylic, oil, encaustic,
pastel and/or multi-media—far more than
most other studio tours. Perhaps it’s the
stunning County scenery that attracts
them. Whether you connect with the nonobjective abstracts of Jennifer Bruce,
Melinda Chalmers, Dayna Law or Joanna

McFarland, the atmospheric landscapes of
J. Douglas Thompson, the whimsical style
of Terry Culbert, the moody representational
art of Barb Högenauer or Annik Després,
the allegorical scenes by Holly Sedgwick
or Richard Leach, the County scenes by
Pamela Carter, or something in between,
there’s a good chance you will find a piece
that speaks to you and fits your budget.
The Studio Tour’s Official Info Centre is located
at The Local Store on County Road 12 and is
open daily through to Thanksgiving weekend.
A selection of participating artists’ work will
be showcased and changes every few weeks to
reflect the depth of artists and their work.
An Anniversary Party wraps things
up on September 23 in the Pavilion at
Wellington’s Drake Devonshire with food,
music, libations—and a great lakeside view.
Bring family or a partner, grab some
girlfriends and come out for a fun
weekend. Discover the many talented
artists who have made the County home,
all while celebrating a glorious summer
season, welcoming fall and experiencing
the autumnal equinox.
The 2018 Prince Edward County Studio Tour
runs over three days in September and all
events are free of charge. Come join the artists,
come join the celebration, come join the party!
September 21-23, 2018
pecstudiotour.com
facebook.com/PECStudioTour

RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
Discover freedom with a
Pedego Electric Bike
Transportation, recreation
or just plain fun!
• No license
• No insurance
• No worries
39 Stanley St. Bloomfield 613.391.9191
Open 6 days a week (closed Tues)
pec@pedegocanada.ca, www.pedegopec.ca
Facebook.com/pedegoPEC
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See What’s New In Consecon!

Shop till you drop for local, hand made original art and up-cycle clothing, jewellery, interesting edibles, honey or immerse yourself an art workshop or art-wine
experience! Rarely is the heart of a town visible like it is in Consecon where hand crafted art on buildings, light posts and in gardens show our pride and add to
the charm. An authentic small town experience comes to life here, where kids playing in the streets is not just a thing of the past. And whether you are up with
the birds or soaking in the glow of The County's finest sunsets, Consecon offers picturesque waterside experiences for everyone. Mother nature isn't
the only thing to take your breath away in Consecon; swimming, kayaking, bike trails, and runs along picturesque trails, across bridges and waterways,
past historic sites and rural farms, get even the hardiest couch potato enjoying outdoor activities. After you've worked up an appetite, enjoy local
authentic farm-to-fork fare from one of Consecon's fabulous new restaurants.

Consecon Honey House

Brand new to town! Primarily a honey and wax production
facility, there is also a retail component including beeswax candles, wax food wraps, soap, lip balm and, of course, honey. We
will be open for special events and workshops in order to answer any of the community’s curiosities about the importance
of bees. Look for upcoming events such as hive tours, candle
and food wrap making and honey extraction parties galore!
416-948-2927
171 County Road 29, Consecon

Fronterra Farm Camp
Become part of the 200 year old journey on our waterfront
farm in the magnificent Prince Edward County. Reconnect to
food, self-sufficiency and simple living while overnighting in
our luxury prospector tents. Each tent-suite features a kingsize bed, sitting lounge, private outdoor kitchen and ensuite
bathroom with a hot shower. Inspiring, Enchanting, Authentic.
1 (800) 427-1257
242 County Road 27 (North Beach Rd), Prince Edward County
www.fronterra.ca

Terra Estate Winery Inc

The Counter Coffee & Kitchen

A Taste of Italy in the County.
That's what the founders wanted when they first started Terra
in 2007: a place that feels like Italy and tastes like Italy all
right here in Consecon!

The Counter Coffee & Kitchen- with a tentative opening of July
2018, Consecon has the perfect place to relax and enjoy a
premium roasted coffee, grab-and-go breakfasts, sandwiches,
pastries, muffins and more! Our welcoming staff will ensure
your day's adventure gets started right.
9 Division Boulevard, Consecon

896 Lakeside Dr., Consecon
www.terraestatewinery.com
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Enter
our
“Two Days in Consecon”
CONTEST!

Janet B Gallery & Studios
Shop for local original works of art including wine inspired
hand painted silk scarves or custom art-to-wear. Join in one
of our studio workshops or at the vineyard to capture history
on canvas. "1st Stop In The County"
Phone:613-965-5698
Text by Cell: 416-526-6356
241 County Rd 29 (formerly Mill Street),
Prince Edward County ON

The Merchant’s Mill

On old Mill St (Cty Rd 29) is a West PEC purveyor of fine goods
-organic, local, upcyled, small batch, handmade and principled;
from fine foods and housewares to bath and body, art and
decor. The Merchants Mill invites wholesome and beautiful
interactions with you.
613-392-4410
217 County Road 29 (old Mill St), Consecon
www.theMerchantsMill.com
FB.com/theMerchantsMill

Show us your 2 days in Consecon in a 2 minute video. Enter our
"2 Days In Consecon" Facebook page for a chance to win
a fabulous prize package of some of the great things made right
here in Consecon. A local bottle of wine from one of our
vineyards, meals for two in our fabulous new restaurants and café,
local honey, an original wine inspired work of art or art-wine
experience and accommodations! Full Details on "2 Days in
Consecon" Facebook page. Winner will be announced in
the Fall Grapevine Magazine.

The Mill PEC Waterfront Restaurant
Chef Sebastien Schwab balances simplicity with sophistication
using the freshest local ingredients. Savour our farm to fork
casual cuisine and relaxed friendly service in the warm rustic
atmosphere of this unique historic building. Enjoy the view of
the Mill Pond from our waterfront patio. We offer a rotating selection of PEC wines, craft beers, ciders and spirits. Vegetarian,
Vegan and Gluten free options available. Dine in or takeaway.
Tel: 613-394-0303 / 613-243-0513
9 Division Blvd, Consecon
www.themillpec.com
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Art
in
The County
...and then even more
art in The County!
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M

ake a point of visiting
Art in The County, which
opens its doors to the public on 22 June and runs until three o’clock on 8 July.
Celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary this
year with their first exhibition at Picton Armoury, located on Main Street, the juried show
promises great things. For more information
please contact PEC Arts Council on 613. 476.
8767 or email artinthecounty@countyarts.ca
Afterwards, check out Arts on Main, on the
corner with Ross Street, an artist run cooperative of eleven years standing. Their
summer show runs till 27 August and the
back room is now open…a definite must see.
613. 476. 5665 or www.artsonmaingallery.ca

Douglas Thompson. Whilst in Wellington
don’t forget to visit Side Street Gallery just
west of the Town Hall, 613.399.5550 with
its lower gallery of curated gift offerings and
upper art gallery devoted to paintings and
framing. www.sidestreetgallery.com
From there it’s but a short trip to Oeno Gallery
and their fabulous sculpture garden which now
offers guided tours on Sundays at 1.30 to 2pm
until September 2. The annual group show runs
from June 30 to September 9 and promises to

Upon leaving Oeno, turn left on to
Schoharie Road and right at the fourway
stop and soon you will find Hatch Gallery

G A L L E R Y

Time to get in the car and drive the short
distance out of Picton, and up the hill to
Loch Sloy Business Park (343 County Road
22). Enjoy a historical walking tour of the
former WW2 airbase and visit the Maison
Depoivre Gallery. Vincent and Christophe
have been very busy over winter, having
more than doubled its size. Local artists
are represented, as well as work from
Toronto, Montreal and even France. Part
of the gallery offers a selection of high-end
life style products sourced from Europe.
647.381.9407 www.maison-depoivre.ca
You’ll probably need to set your sat-nav to
find Sasha Gallery on Sheba’s Island, as the
address, 430 Island Road, Picton is deceiving
and actually about twenty minutes drive out
of town towards Sandbanks. Established
just last year, Sacha Gallery is a space for
contemporary art featuring emerging and
established artists from southern Ontario
and across Canada. Through curation and
discourse, it is hoped to promote community
engagement. Owner Vera Soltykewych
reflects upon the ephemeral nature of life in
her creative endeavours. 613.503.5373

A further date for the diary, Sunday 19
August from 5.30 to 6.30 Oeno presents A
Dance in the Garden II: Sun on Stone. Carol
Anderson and her troupe return in fine form
to celebrate summer. Her group is known
to inspire and delight audiences with their
modern interpretations, which was a “grand
success” last year. This promises to be even
better. www.oneogallery.com

a space for contemporary art
Sasha Gallery is a space for contemporary art located on
Sheba’s Island in Prince Edward County. Established in 2017,
the gallery’s focus is directed towards exhibiting emerging
and established artists throughout southern Ontario and
Canada. The space is intended to promote community
engagement through curation and discourse.
Sasha Gallery is motivated by the posthumous
memory of Sasha Kuzmicz
+1 613 503 5373 sashagallery.info@gmail.com
instagram: @sasha__gallery
430 Island Road, Picton, ON, K0K 2T0
Thursday & Friday 12-6PM or by appointment

be both lyrical and provocative, featuring work
by Alex Cameron, Adam Cohen, Cathy Daley,
Graham Gillmore, Aron Hill, Jay Hodgins,
Peter Hoffer and Jennifer Hornyak.
On Saturday 14 July, from 4-7pm Oeno
Gallery celebrates its 15th Anniversary with a
live jazz performance by David Mott and Band.
Meet this year’s participating artists, explore
the sculpture garden and sample County food
and drink. Bring a blanket or chairs and enjoy!

at 346 Main Street, Bloomfield. Dedicated
to representing contemporary works of
emerging, mid career and established
artists owners Stacey and David are
showing works by Cynthia Chapman
and Kimberly Danielson from June 24
to July 22. Then follows Kyle Clements
and Sheree Rasmussen from July 26 to
September 5, and from September 8 till 14
October, Katie Pretti and Spencer Hatch.
www.hatch-gallerypec.com

Next, head off to Wellington, where you
will find the amusingly monikered Group
of Sevenish or G7-ish who will take over
Wellington Town Hall on the following
weekends, 7 & 8 July, 4 & 5 August, 8 &
9 September, and 6 &7 October. Cast
members include local artists Pamela Carter,
Florence Chik-Lau, Terry Culbert, Barbara
Hogenauer, Stewart Jones, Rick Matthews,
Kevin Scanlon, Trish Worron, with guest J.
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Welcome to the
BY LISA VAN MEER

Jamboree

o you remember listening
to the great sounds of April
Wine on your 8-track player?
I do. For those fans who still
love the music played by this
iconic Canadian band, you can join them in
Prince Edward County for the concert of
the year, “Rock in your Canada Day”.

D

farm that has sat untouched for years.
Now owned by a family from Europe, who
were thrilled to host the event, a covered
stage has been erected, trees were strung
with lights and a dance floor constructed.
The new space allowed room for double
the amount of camping sites and parking.

Millpond Music & Entertainment is a
small business in The County born of
the necessity to support local musicians.
Owner Greg Verner, left his position at
the Belleville Intelligencer following a
serious illness. He and his wife, Shane
have always been involved in the music
scene, so it was no surprise that local
artists turned to him for advice and soon
a management company evolved. For
Greg, this labour of love was a life saver.

In 2017 Millpond Music & Entertainment
worked with The County to bring
Canadian rock legend, David Wilcox to
the Essroc Centre in Wellington. Many
residents would remember seeing Wilcox
play during his early years at Picton’s
Rickarton Castle. A further event was
added. The first 50s & 60s Rock n’
Roll Festival bought a new crowd to the
festival grounds, the three day event that
kept spectators rocking and jiving to
music from the origins of Rock n’ Roll.

Five years ago, they organized the Napanee
Country Jamboree, a three day event held at
the fairgrounds, which allows for camping
on site and a large line up of country artists.
With food vendors and other amenities,
spectators are treated to concerts, song writing
competitions, an open mic and a gospel show.
The following year they organized the
PEC Country Jamboree, at the Milford
fairgrounds, and although much smaller
than the Napanee show, it was a great
success, prompting the search for a larger
alternative. The new PEC Festival ground
is a field just outside of Cherry Valley on
the once worked land of a century old
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Although the jamboree season comes to an
end, music in PEC continues. On the third
Saturday of the month from November to
May the Millpond group host a Jamboree
& Open Mic night at the H.O.P.E. center
in Picton. Some performers travel hours
just to play a few songs and jam with other
musicians in front of an enthusiastic crowd.
The 2018 summer line up kicks off on June
30th with April Wine” Rock’in”. This band
has been around since 1969, recording
numerous albums, and topping the charts
with Platinum discs. Opening for them is
The County’s own Crimson Cay, new band

of young men who are quickly making a
name for themselves in the music industry.
July 19th the gates open for the Napanee
Country Jamboree, with singer/songwriter
Lisa Hart and Nashville recording star,
Amberley Beatty, and her amazing tribute
to Patsy Cline. From Kingston, Sol &
The Switchblades offer their authentic
rockabilly sound.
August 23rd presents PEC Country
Jamboree, featuring Becky Elliot, a young
lady from Picton with a beautiful voice, and
Dean James, the “walking country music
jukebox” aka Hank Williams Revisited.
September 14th sees the 50s & 60s Rock n’ Roll
Festival, featuring the Dimestore Playboys,
a great rockabilly band out of Ottawa, The
Decades Band, from Belleville playing all the
hits, Eddy & The Stingrays again from Ottawa,
fan favorites playing hits from the fifties and
sixties for almost forty years, Buddy Holly &
the Crick-Hits – no explanation required, and
definitely a show to remember: there are just
too many great bands to list them all.
Whatever your pleasure, be it Rock n’ Roll,
Country or the Oldies, grab your lawn chair
and head out to a Jamboree and enjoy the lazy
days of summer.

Please CALL 613 476-6535
for info and booking, or order
tickets online at ticketscene.ca

We thought we’d give a mention to men’s
unmentionables as men have always
played second fiddle to the ladies in
respect of underwear. Even to this day a
dedicated gentlemen’s underwear shop is a
rare commodity. Maybe it’s a legacy of the
Greeks or the Romans, with their veneration
of the human body as exemplified in their
sculptural tradition, and their participation
in sports in the buff. The root of the word
gymnasium comes from the Greek for
naked. Historians now think that only
the lower class roman citizens sported
subligaculum beneath their tunics.
Since Adam first donned a fig leaf to
cover his nakedness, underwear has
come a long way. The earliest underwear
so far discovered are leather loin cloths
thought to be 7000 years old. Current
underwear designs originate from the
1930s, when a development of the jock
strap, which was actually introduced to
comfort cyclists riding over rough roads,
was seen to have wider applications.
Cycle ‘jockeys’ became associated with
underwear, and hence the term jockey
shorts. Boxer shorts are a development
from long johns, with elasticated
waistbands being a technical innovation
of the period, replacing belts. We refer
to a pair of underpants, even though it’s
a singular item, because once they were
made in two halves and sewn together.
It used to be the case that women took
responsibility for buying their men’s
underwear, but nowadays men are exerting
their independence and spending more
time shopping. It has been found that
underwear sales are a barometer of the
performance of the wider economy and
top quality underwear remains one of life’s
most affordable luxuries. Buy underwear
and promote the economy! Stride with
pride on August 5.

UNDR for Men is a unique ONE STOP shop for men.
We specialize in men’s underwear and socks, lounge wear,
swimwear, robes and sleepwear.
We also offer men’s skin care, beard care and products
needed for a good shave! Situated in a gorgeous heritage
building in the heart of downtown Kingston, our space is
masculine and inviting and we strive to foster an accepting
atmosphere towards a diverse clientele.

Come and meet our knowledgeable staff.
With backgrounds in healthcare and customer service and
a keen interest in men’s style, Katherine McRae and her
team will help you find what you need OR the perfect gift
for the man (or men) in your life.
68 Princess Street, Kingston Ont 613-766-9171
YOU CAN NOW SHOP ON-LINE undrformen.com

Studio 22 OpenGallery
Contempor ary C an adi an A rt

32O King Street E.
in the Heart of
Market Square
Kingston

Tuesday to Saturday
1O to 6
613-546-7461
s22.ca

g A rtists

th e Eg g M a n by Wa ll a c e Ed wa r ds © 2 O 1 8

National
Underwear
Day
August 5
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The Rednersville Road

Art Tour

a small act
of rebellion?
BY JEFF KEARY
leven years ago, the realization
that Danuta Cromwell, Nadine
Goulet and Ilona Mayer all
lived in close proximity to Rednersville Road, planted a seed
that would eventually flower into the Rednersville Road Art Tour. That seed was watered by a sense of frustration that all things
artistic in The County seemed to come to

E
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a halt at Bloomfield. Danuta, Nadine and
Ilona determined to establish their own
art tour, yes, “the sisters were doing it for
themselves.” First among the host recruits
was Susan Moshynski, quickly joined by
Marion Casson, Dona Knudsen, Florence
Chik-Lau, Tina Osborne, Ron Sayeau and
Harvey and Janice Tremeer.
From the
core group the tour has now evolved to
consistently occupy approximately fifteen
locations along the road, and affords opportunities to a similar number of guests.
Who could have guessed that confining the
tour’s boundaries to Carrying Place in the
west and Rossmore in the east, would have
proved so instrumental to the eleven years
of success it has now enjoyed? At a mere
twenty clicks, you really have to try hard to
get lost, and at each end we have thoughtfully provided restaurants, gas stations, and
washrooms, with the compelling enticement of the now solar powered Campbell’s
Orchards cradled in the middle….all the
ingredients for a good day out!

(Judy Chicago, anybody?) There are
works in all styles of painting, be it oil,
watercolour, acrylic or encaustic, not to
mention mosaic, ceramics, wood turning,
and glass. Our tour is also a repository of
historic and essentially female craft skills,
such as rug hooking, basket making,
weaving and quilting.
What you will see is the honest and
sincere endeavours of people who do not
need to play the “art game’, people whose
work doesn’t take a position to achieve
notoriety or publicity, people who are
quietly and conscientiously following
their own artistic inclinations. Whilst
there may not be any Damien Hurst
sharks stuffed into tanks or Carl André
piles of bricks, it should not be imagined
the work on show is without consequence
or gravitas. Yes, it is probably true that
Picasso, Matisse, or Salvador Dali didn’t
participate in their local art tour, but that
is essentially the point of art tours: they
give opportunity to ordinary people who
happen to be doing extraordinary things.
The purpose of coming on an art tour is to
experience what you do not know, to find
something potentially new and different.

Come out and help us celebrate our
eleventh anniversary: fill your car up with
family or friends and come and meet my
friends and I…yes, perhaps at this point I
should confess that I am a card carrying
member of the Rednersville Road Art
Tour and have been for several years. We
are a diverse group of artists, artisans,
craftsmen and women with differing
skill sets and areas of focus, some of us
are formally trained and some not, but
we are mutually supportive. Quite what
qualifies as art or craft, or quite where that
distinction lies is very much a personal
decision, and indeed an argument can
be made, that all art stems from craft, in
accordance with Maslow’s triangle. This
year for the first time we embrace a writer
and a chocolatier whose creations blur
most effectively any distinction between
art and craft and yet you can eat them!

We all hope our visitors will find something
sufficiently appealing as to persuade them
to part with their hard earned cash and I
would respectfully like to suggest that
perhaps people would be best advised to
buy art works directly from an individual
artist or art gallery, rather then a chain
store or supermarket. Surely, art is not a
commodity like a can of beans and shouldn’t
be purchased by the pound or square foot?
The BOGOF mentality shouldn’t apply to
the acquisition of artworks. Buying from
a local artist is a validation for both parties
to the transaction. Liking a piece connects
purchaser and creator in some mysterious
way. Our works are genuinely one of a
kind and often painstakingly produced and
represent fabulous value for money, in that
they are often the outcome of many years
of trial and error and consequent failures.
In conclusion I would like to thank our
sponsors without whose support, events like
this would be much more challenging to
realise and decidedly more modest in scale.
So please, go on an art tour, if nothing
else you can scope out people’s houses
and admire their interior décor, or not!
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Pain at the pump!

BY JEF KOHLSMITH

5 tips to save fuel with your vehicle
Have high fuel prices motivated you
to start shopping for a more efficient
vehicle? Before you buy new, take a
careful look at the numbers. When
you factor in the cost of a new
vehicle and the increased insurance
expense you won’t likely save any
money at all.

Accelerate gently
This one can take a big bite our of your fuel costs. If it is safe to do so, accelerate
slowly from a stopped position. Gasoline and diesel engines use the most fuel when
accelerating. Having a heavy foot will cost you!

Summer is the time to buy from our
favourite Canadian manufacturers

Here are 5 ways you can
start saving money now
with the vehicle you
already own…
Keep your vehicle well
maintained
Check your tire pressure regularly, do all
scheduled maintenance, and if you get a
check engine light on your dashboard, have
your vehicle serviced right away. This will
ensure your engine runs at peak efficiency.

Stop idling
When you are at a rail crossing, in a slow
drive-thru lane or at a long light, shut that
engine off. There is a misconception that
it takes more fuel to re-start your engine
than to keep it running. That may have
been true with older carbureted engines,
but not with modern fuel-injected motors.

Reduce your highway speed
Many drivers like to drive at around
120 km/h on the 400 series highways.
Dropping that down to 100 km/h can make
a big difference in your fuel economy. On
some vehicles, it could save up to 30% in
fuel consumption.

Use cruise control
If your car is equipped with speed control,
use it for highway driving to eliminate
unnecessary accelerating and decelerating
(and avoid speeding fines).

252 PRINCESS ST 613.548.3022
1880 JOHN COUNTER BLVD. 613.544.4415
KINGSTON ONTARIO
JAMESREIDFURNITURE.NET
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~Organic fruits and vegetables as well as locally grown vegetables
~Organic dried goods - rice cakes, noodles, canned soups
~Bob’s Red Mill products
~Starches, rolled oats, nutritional yeast, almond flour,
organic breads, beans, peanut butters, cereals
~Organic frozen desserts
~Paleo & gluten-free flours
~Non-dairy products - cheese, soya milk, almond milk
~Frozen foods - lasagna, mac & cheese, burritos,
(gluten-free, dairy-free)
~Low sodium products - soup
~Low carb products - pastas, crackers, bbq sauce,
condiments, breads, flour, peanut butter
~Gluten-free - pizza mixes, muffin mixes, bread mix, breads
~Vegan wheat sausage, vegan chocolate, granola bars
~Nutritional supplements
~Kingston Natural Foods
~Protein bars

5529 Highway 62 South Rossmore Prince Edward County
Ph: 613-661-6706 or 613-391-1108 ~ greenrootbelleville.com

The Green Root sprouts
fresh dietary vision
New life is being breathed into the empty husk of
the former LCBO premises in Rossmore. Located
just across the Highway 62 bridge, and a little
south of Belleville, The Green Root is germinating
an alternative nutritional vision.
It’s a family affair with owners Kimberly and Mariah
Line being a motivated mother and daughter team
who mean business. For many years they both suffered
from painful digestive disorders which remained a
mystery to their respective medical practitioners.
Determining to take it upon themselves to find a solution,
the pair embarked on a life style change with a specific
focus on the foods they ate. Fortuitously, it was the
frustration of visiting the many disparate locations to buy
the items their new diets required, that actually inspired
the idea of The Green Root – it would be a one stop shop
for anyone with any kind of dietary issue. Now we can all
benefit from their life experience of having endured acute
digestive problems and find the products and advice we
might need in one convenient location.
Products stocked address the needs of vegans or
vegetarians, and of those requiring dairy-free, egg-free,
low carbohydrate, paleo or ketogenic diets. Anxious
parents will find a range of gluten free snacks tailored
to children. Dry goods, refrigerated and frozen foods
and ingredients are now on the shelves, some sourced
locally and some from Toronto. The Green Root offers
the widest choice in one handy location. Drop in and
explore the extensive range of Earth Island, Daiya, Just
Juice, and Gardein products. Kingston Natural Foods
are stocked, along with Now brand supplements and
a wide range of milk options – almond, cashew, oat,
rice and soy, along with probably the broadest range
of Red Mill products in the locality.
You will also find books and literature dealing with
health education or creative cooking recipes.

THE COUNTY’S LARGEST SHOWROOM
124 MAIN ST. PICTON 613.476.9259 www.countyfireplace.ca
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If you have experienced any dietary issues, Mariah and
Kimberly with her nursing background, can probably
set you on the path to better health and nutrition.
Remember the old maxim “You are what you eat,” and
get back to your roots. Opening soon. Tel.613.391.1108
or 613.661.6706 www.greenrootbelleville.com

“come fill up your senses”

September 8 & 9
lOam to 5pm
Free Admission
northumberlandstudiotour.ca

The
Melville Boys
July 5-14

Peter Pan
July 11-27

Armstrong’s
War

July 5 to
August 18
at Town Hall 1873
Port Perry, ON

er
Grab your summ
seat now!
www.theatreontheridge.ca

July 24-31
Aug 2-9

The Glass
Menagerie
Aug 1-17

The Drowning
Girls
Aug 7-16
vist our website for
select days, times
and ticket packages
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Our Government’s Dastardly Plan to Smash Small
Wineries, Bash Breweries, Crush Communities,
Kill Our Economy and Wreck Your Wedding Day
BY SANDOR JOHNSON

O

h yeah. I forgot. It also
promises to take the Fun out
of Festivals, Chafe Charities, Cream Concerts, Erase
Events and Trash Tourism.

I’m referring to the Ontario Government’s
Alcohol and Gaming Commission’s
(AGCO) brand new and totally greedy,
ill thought out policy of hiking Special
Occasion Permit fees up to 500%.
Sounds outrageous? It is. I mean a 5%
increase is one thing. 50% well, that’s
a letter to your local MPP. But a 500%
increase? Clearly they are mistaken?
Nope. Take a trip to the AGCO website. It
says: “Sale” SOPs are currently set at $75 and
valid for up to three consecutive days. As of
1st April 2018, the fee for “Sale” permits will
increase to $150 per each day of the event.
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So, what was once $75 for a three-day
permit is now $450. So see, your fee just
went up 500%.
You’re welcome. We have decreed it. No
consulting with the public. No feedback
from anyone. Just give us more money or go
to hell. Signed, your government that cares.
Senior AGCO communications advisor
Ray Kahnert defended this rate hike
A-Bomb noting, almost defensively that
“AGCO hasn’t changed the fee for permits
for 15 years!” (Really? Oh. Okay. Hmm.
But just because they haven’t raised it in
so long, does that mean they should?)
“There has been a general movement in
recent years that costs should be paid by
the industry rather than the general public,”
Kahnert went on. “So while this hike is
substantial – I don’t want to minimize it –
it still only covers a portion of the costs,

although a fairer portion.” (What costs
are these you ask? Well, I asked too. The
answers were nebulous at best. But one
stood out. “Mostly for more administrative
costs.” I was told - i.e. more bureaucracy).
“The vast majority of SOPs issued in 2017
– 41,600 – were for events where alcohol
was served but not sold. For those groups,
increases are much smaller and being phased
in.” (Really? So why aren’t the ‘sold’ SOP
fee hike being phased in too? A 500% hike
is a total sticker shock. Wouldn’t a phase in
be sensible? Well, I didn’t get an answer.)
“For the 26,400 events where alcohol was
sold, Kahnert said “staff at the AGCO
work diligently with organizers to ensure
everything is done safely, including working
after the event to go over ways to improve
things for the next time.“ (Erm, okay, that’s
good, I guess. But I am still not understanding

why this justifies a 500% hike?)
“Especially for these two or three day
public events, safety is paramount,” Kahnert
continued. “For those, we do whatever we
need to do to ensure everyone is safe. “For
public events where alcohol is served and
sold there is an extra level of due diligence.”
(Ah, yes. Thanks Ray. You’re right. It’s
all about SAFETY these days. Post 9-11
governments around the world have been
saying that a lot lately. The U.S. Patriot
Act was all about SAFETY. Never mind that
eroded personal freedom and civil rights of
the American citizenry. SAFETY comes first!
We “citizens” can’t be trusted. That also
applies here in Ontario evidently. I guess
the AGCO see us as a land of irresponsible
idiots. How so? Well, it’s funny. I recently
just got back to Canada from Germany. A
country where you can go to a biergarten
and legally walk home with a steinful of your
favorite brew to enjoy out on the streets in
that infamously scorching German sunshine.
But not so with our government enforced
Victorian-cover-up-the-piano-legs-Puritan
traditional sensibilities in Ontario. No way,
sir! There’s beer or wine here? Oh well! We
have to fence things off! Gotta protect the
kids, you know. Everyone’s a potential drunk
driver here, or a letch. So we’ll make the
rules and make it harder for the adult public
to imbibe responsibly via overregulation,
policing and now - by pricing your SOP’s
right out into the solar system.).
Wow. Okay. I don’t know what it is. I
just can’t place the stench. But something
about this “safety and security” standpoint
reminds me of Benjamin Franklin’s
old warning to the fledgling American
democracy. He once cautioned about
giving up your freedom for security.
Cowed citizens who allow that, he
quipped, “deserve neither.”
Cows? Really? Okay. Fine. Moo. It’s
done. The nanny state has spoken. Fee
hike is now in place. Suck it up. You’ll be
fine. So what? We’ll survive. Who cares?
Well, you should care. You should care a lot.
This fee hike is the latest devastating
taxation assault on Ontario’s already
over-regulated alcohol industry. What’s
interesting about it is that it cripples the

little guy: the small family-operated
artisan wineries, cideries and craft
breweries who rely on reasonably-priced,
affordable SOP’s to sell their wares in
Ontario’s many municipally significant
festivals, county fairs and events. At
worst, with the new hike, many alcohol
purveyors will now not be able to afford to
attend these events to sell their beverages
at all. At best, they will simply just attend
fewer festivals. That means less consumer
exposure to their products. And less
exposure ultimately means less business.
And less business, is bad for our economy.
You know that American fishing tourist
exploring Ontario this coming summer
who is planning on attending your local
“Taste the County” Festival? The same
guy who will discover that wonderful IPA
beer which just debuted in your town’s
local craft brewery? Yeah, well, now
because the AGCO gouged your local
craft brewery out of the game, that very
guy will now no longer know who that
brewery is. He won’t be trying their stuff.
And he certainly won’t be driving there
with his fishing buddies after the festival
to share that yummy new offering with his
pals and to purchase more.
It doesn’t end there.
Not going to that brewery means not going
to your town. Less tourist traffic to your
community means less people buying
gasoline at your local station. Less people
eating at your town’s restaurants. And
less people purchasing goods at your local
shops. This hurts the Ontario economy
as a whole. Worse, it specifically targets
rural communities, counties and the
municipalities. These areas rely heavily on
festivals for precious tourist dollars. And,
for the most part, since these areas have
lower household median incomes than those
of our cities; the end result is far darker and
more insidious. That being: the new AGCO
fee hike targets and hurts the poor.
Hmm. Oh. So you live in the city and you
don’t attend festivals and you still don’t
care? Okay. Well, I hate to break it to
you but the new fee hike will hurt you too.
For those of you getting married in the
future and are struggling under the weight

of your mounting wedding costs, well now
you have to pay more – in fact double for
your ceremony reception cash-bar SOP.
You know who else relies on reasonable
SOP’s? Charities. That’s right. The
Kiwanis and Rotary are a couple that
come to mind. They hold many events
that raise funds through the sale of
alcohol - money goes right back into
their communities. A rate hike means less
money for their towns, and more money
for our government bureaucrats.
And for those of you whose business relies
on SOPs to attract customers, you’re out
of luck too. For example, I know a theater
arts company that serves Prince Edward
County artisanal wines and local craft
beer to their audiences during their threeday performance runs. This will now no
longer happen. With the new AGCO hike,
they now cannot afford to pay the $450
fee. The result? A dry theater cantina at
intermission that will attract fewer patrons
and will negatively impact performance
attendance.
This is a far more serious issue than simply
only drinking soda at Ontario theater
performances or having less choice at
your fairground’s beverage booth. We’re
also talking about your local multi-day
music concerts and jamborees where you
can now say goodbye to your beer tents.
It’s a proverbial canary in the coal mine,
straw that breaks the camel’s back. Hey
we better fight back or we’re-screwed.
How so? Well, less variety is always
the endgame of bureaucratic socialist
intrusion into any industry. The greatest
example of that was the former Soviet
Union. Variety is the “spice of life”
they say, and they certainly didn’t enjoy
that behind the iron curtain. The Soviet
government controlled the food supply
in Russia.
Russian citizens enjoyed
one flavor of ice cream. One flavor of
yogurt. Bread lines were the norm for
their one type of bread. Life in the Soviet
Union mirrored the socialist food choice.
Edible surely. But gray. Monochromatic.
Uninteresting.
Well guess what? In Ontario the provincial
government, through their bureaucratic
arms, are today acting in an eerily similar
manner to the Soviet regime we abhorred
and defended our freedom against.
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Great Reads
BY AARA MACAULEY,
KINGSTON WRITERSFEST

This initiative is made possible by the Community Fund for Canada’s 150th, a
collaboration between the Community Foundation of Kingston and Area, the
Government of Canada, and extraordinary readers from coast to coast to coast.

Whether you’re looking for a light read for the beach, or a heady
topic of debate for your next book club, we hope these suggestions
will help launch you into an exciting summer of reading love.

Zolitude, Paige Cooper (Biblioasis)
Short fiction doesn’t often get the respect it
deserves, as there’s a tendency to view such
stories as incomplete or underdeveloped.
Perhaps this is a result of our own
elementary school memories of hastening a
creative writing assignment to completion
when we discover recess is 5 minutes away.
Paige Cooper’s stories, however, defy this
interpretation, never feeling rushed or
disjointed. She slides us into dense and
challenging worlds that demand the reader
to slow down and adjust to these new
surroundings, and, when the tale ends, to
pause, and absorb what they have just read.
The plots and characters are varied, but all
are linked in one way or another with the
theme of love – be it a romantic impulse,
a passion for one’s work, or unhealthy
delusions of assorted kinds. Biblioasis has
a reputation of bringing smart, quality short
fiction to Canadian readers, and this debut
is no exception.
Further reading – The Ambassador of
What, Adrian Michael Kelly (ECW Press)
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Mad Blood Stirring: The Inner Lives of
Violent Men, Daemon Fairless (Random
House Canada)
Misogyny, toxic masculinity, and the
#MeToo movement is a story that is not
going away in 2018. In Mad Blood Stirring,
Daemon Fairless takes a deeply personal
look at the shameful violent impulses he
himself experiences, and has acted upon
throughout his life. Why does a man
who was brought up by liberal, pacifist,
progressive parents find himself grappling
with urges that he knows he should not
harbor. Daemon takes readers on what he
describes as a half-scientific, half-gonzojournalism exploration that touches upon
the nature-nurture debate, and interviews
experts on the scientific, psychological, and
social theories that might help explain, and
allow him to understand, why men – and
why he – behave and react in the ways they
do. Smart, honest, and well-written.
Further reading – Shrewed: A Wry and
Closely Observed Look at the Lives of
Women and Girls (House of Anansi)

Cold Skies: A DreadfulWater Mystery,
Thomas King (HarperCollins Canada)
While Thomas King has established a
reputation as an award-winning, serious
author, activist, and spokesperson for
Indigenous issues, he also has a very,
very funny side. CBC Radio listeners
got a taste of that with his acclaimed
Dead Dog Café, and readers get a chance
to enjoy it again, as he’s back with the
third installment of his DreadfulWater
mystery series. California cop Thumps
DreadfulWater is back, recently retired,
hiding out in a tiny town with his cat and
a new hobby as a fine arts photographer.
He just wants some peace and quiet, but
when a body turns up on the eve of a major
water conference and the understaffed
sheriff’s department turns to Thumps for
help, his sense of duty, and need for a new
stove, takes precedence. Thomas writes
characters that feel like old friends – full
of flaws and personality. Whimsical, wry,
and at times laugh out loud funny, this is
the perfect summer cottage escape!
Further reading – for something a little
darker, try Elisabeth de Mariaffi’s Hysteria
(HarperCollins Canada) Jamil Jivani

Small group tours to beautiful places like Italy, Morocco, Africa,
Greece, Bali, Vietnam, Galapagos, India, Portugal, Spain, Ecuador,
Hungary, Thailand. Share experiences, make travel friends.

THOMAS KING

ELIZABETH RENZETTI

BBB Accredited, Guaranteed Share Rates, Early Booking Bonuses.
www.todayswomantraveller.com/alltours
1-888-830-5324, info@TodaysWomanTraveller.com
TICO #50022628, 1049 Sydenham Rd, Kingston, ON

ESI EDUYGAN

PETER CAREY
In this literary mystery,
Harry Lindstrom’s
harrowing odyssey
takes him from
Toronto to Stockholm
in the dead of winter
and eventually to an
ancient burial mound
on Ingmar Bergman’s
wind-swept island of
Fårö in the Baltic Sea.

SEPTEMBER 26 – 30, 2018
HOLIDAY INN KINGSTON WATERFRONT
RAWI HAGE

SISONKE MSIMANG

“John Moss… is a thrill-master of detail
and suspense.”
Available at bookstores and online.
Best price for paperback, with free shipping,
at stonewoodbooks.com

JohnMoss-1/9pg-Grapevine.indd 3

2018-05-27 10:02 AM

AIRPORT SERVICE TO/FROM TORONTO PEARSON INT’L AIRPORT
We provide door to door service • 24/7 Private Direct! Shared Ride!
Special Events! Wine Tours! Weddings! • Town cars • Mini vans • Full size vans • Mini buses
1-888-677-4287 • 613-968-2058 • 905-885-7370 • Locally owned and operated
www.ontariocoachway.com • ontariocoachway@bellnet.ca
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The Crème
de la Crème of
The County
BY CYNTHIA PETERS
s the warm summer breezes
heat up, refreshing chilled
drinks can be a welcomed
reprieve. Whether it’s iced
tea, lemonade or a cocktail,
pitchers of cool concoctions can be a great
ice breaker for many get-togethers with
friends and new acquaintances.

A

Fruit based liquors have been a popular
base for summer cocktails for years. A
black currant liquor, called Crème de
Cassis, (or Cassis for short) has been a
staple for decades in France. While it dates
back to the 16th century, when monks
created the original version, the modern
liquor as we know it today, first appeared
in 1841 in France, produced primarily in
the Burgundy region. Its rich sweet fruity
finish is a pleasant compliment to chilled
Champagne, sparkling wine or white
wine, known as Kir Royale cocktail (with
bubbles), or Kir with white wine. About
16 million litres of Crème de Cassis are
produced annually in France.
Beyond the borders of Burgundy and the
province of Anjou, France, other countries
that have jumped on the production train
of this mighty fruit include England,
Luxembourg and Tasmania. Closer to
home, Alberta, Quebec and now Ontario
rank among the top Canadian provinces
that have stepped into production.
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One of the premiere producers in Quebec
is Cassis Monna & Filles, located on Île
d'Orléans, an island, very similar to Prince
Edward County, located close to Quebec City.
The boutique family operation concentrates
on all things black currant, or “gadelle
noire”, as known by Quebecers. From jams,
sauces, syrups to a wide range of alcoholic
drinks, this company has set the stage as a
major producer in Canada, cultivating 16
hectares of currants. With its family roots
dating back to 1872 in l’Herault, France, this
5th generation company has been turning
this sweet berry into 50,000 bottles of liquor
a year. The area’s microclimate is a perfect
home for cultivating black currants. Grown
in small bushes, these berries are packed
with a number of nutrients, like Vitamin C
(four times the amount found in oranges)
and polyphenol. Also known for its antioxidant, anti-inflammatory properties, black
currants also help boost the immune system.
Given that Île d'Orléans has similar terroir
to Prince Edward County, it is no surprise
that this fruit has found a home close to
its shores. Just down the road in Brighton,
Ontario, farmer Joe Hayes, of Popham
Lane Farms took up the challenge in 2015
of becoming a black currant specialist on
his 13-acre farm. This winter hardy fruit
is harvested in late July to mid-August,
bearing a dark red fruit. Joe’s first crop was
in 2016 and he is on track for having 13,000
plants in the ground by the end of this year.
From these berries they produce their own
branded jam and sauce. As well, they allow
the public to come and pick their own
and sell berries wholesale to commercial
ventures like craft distillery, Kinsip House
of Fine Spirits in Prince Edward County.
Kinsip decided to expand their spirit offerings
and were keen to produce fruit-based liquors
to their already impressive line-up of gins,
vodkas and other grain-based spirits.
Distiller and co-owner Jeremiah Soucie,
began his Crème de Cassis adventure with
30 pounds of currants from Joe’s farm for
testing. He experimented with 14 batches
of berries with various combinations - from
crushing versus extraction, different sugar
levels, and adding spirits. He felt something
was missing though, and kept testing, trying
to find a combination that resulted in a
“jammy” finish. He finally had his “ta da”
moment when he tried fermenting the berries,
like wine and adding some of their brandy

as a fortifying agent. Kinsip’s new County
Cassis, is similar to a fortified wine, but with
a bright berry finish and rich undertones.
Given that the berries are only available
fresh for a few weeks, the remaining fruit
is frozen, waiting for production. He hopes
to scale up to 1000 pounds. For now, each
batch produces around 300 bottles for sale
and is available through the distillery. They
see it as a long term offering in Kinsip’s lineup of products. He is also experimenting
with other local fruit-based liquors, like
damson plums, raspberries and black
walnuts. As Jeremiah noted, these liquors
served with a non-alcoholic mixer offer a
drink replacement to wine, beer and cider
and make a lower-proof drink.
As production increases with Kinsip’s
County Cassis, they are hoping for more
licensee sales in restaurants and bars. It’s
an unique offering in Ontario and one that
can stand alone as an after -dinner drink, as
well as, the star ingredient in Kir and other
cocktail creations. Today, there is a limited
selection of Crème de Cassis available
through LCBO, primarily coming from
France and is syrupy in nature. County
Cassis offers a welcomed alternative.
Kinsip is excited about customers trying
their County Cassis along with a number of
their other spirits and new food offerings
this summer. A bespoke Kinsip rum infused
hot dog with brioche buns will be served
up on their outdoor patio accompanied with
local condiments, like Cressy mustard. As
well, visitors will now be able to enjoy full
size cocktails on the patio, in addition to
their regular tastings at the bar.
Whether you are mixing a cocktail at home or
away, County Cassis is a refreshing alternative
to brighten up your club soda, sparking wine
or even Sangria this summer. Santé

Classic Kir or Kir Royale Cocktail

(named after its French inventor, Canon
Felix Kir in the 1940’s in Dijon, France)
Ingredients:
Prince Edward County white wine or
Sparking wine
County Cassis
Directions:
Pour chilled wine into the appropriate wine
glass and drizzle with 2 to 3 teaspoons of
cassis, creating an even rose colour.

Experience the County charm.
www.chestnutpark.com
CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE
43 Main Street East, Picton, ON | 613.471.1708

Fine Homes &Real Estate
Prince Edward County

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

Historic Waterfront
Situated on an idyllic 5.1 acre waterfront lot framed by trees, “Pleasant Grange” certainly
lives up to its name! This lovely 5 bedroom home Circa. 1867 has been updated throughout,
offering a sophisticated blend of modern and historic features!

MLS 131375

$1,650,000

Jana Reid
Sales Representative
Remax Eastern Realty Inc. Brokerage
Office: 705-653-2080 Mobile: 705-741-9795
Fax: 705-653-3544 Email: janareid@xplornet.ca

www.janareid.com
SUMMER 2018

Prince Edward County

Kingston I Quinte I Hastings I Northumberland I Peterborough I Ottawa I Durham

County Cassis

W
Dare to Pair

Aquaterra’s Artic Char
ART IN
THE COUNTY
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Subscriptions
Looking for an unusual, inexpensive and long lasting
present for friends and family at home, or abroad wanting to
keep up with news from our area? For, just $29.95 + hst
you can have all four of this year’s issues mailed to any
Canadian address. For details of Canadian subscriptions,
international subscriptions and back issues please contact
j eff @ n ew g rapevinemagazine.ca

Fine Homes &Real Estate
Prince Edward County

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

QUALITY PRIVACY AND TRANQUILITY

Paul Lang
Coldwell Banker RMR

office 905.372.9323
cell 905.377.5443

OFFERED FOR SALE 3089 THEATRE RD, COBOURG
This gorgeous property in Northumberland has south westerly views of our famous rolling hills. Enjoy 10
private acres minutes north of Cobourg offering groomed lawns, gardens, paved drive, mature trees and a
stream leading into a tranquil pond. A well-appointed custom-built bungalow positioned to capture views
from every angle. With an atmosphere of calm and tranquility this really is a retreat.

1040 Division St Suite 8
Cobourg On
L1A 5Y5
We never stop moving.

Don’t miss your opportunity to own a piece of beautiful Northumberland County!
$1,490,000.00

MLS# 131258

R.M.R. REAL ESTATE Brokerage

Over Forty Years “Living, Working and Thriving in Northumberland”
PAUL-LANG@COLDWELLBANKER.CA

CHECK OUT

www.cobourgloft.ca and www.grapevinemagazine.ca
for details of the Grapevine Magazine Sundays in September Jazz Festival
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The Last Bite
BY SHARON HARRISON

The Golden Age of Postcards
n the era of frequent letter writing,
fancy notepaper and fine writing implements, the art of communicating
with loved ones didn’t come to a
halt when people went on vacation. Until the last couple of decades, the postcard
was the most popular and practical way
to share holiday wishes with friends and
family, and of course they continue to be
sent today. A postcard usually consisted
of a piece of card measuring fifteen by
ten centimetres, although sizes do differ,
often depicting a colourful image on one
side with a blank space for an address and
a brief message on the other.

I

In the United States, privately printed cards
were first sent by mail in 1861, but it wasn’t
until forty years later that they were adorned
with the title ‘Post Card.’ The British didn’t
allow picture postcards until 1894 when
images of popular seaside towns were often
featured, ensuring those places quickly gained
popularity. Scarborough in North Yorkshire
was the first town to be portrayed on a postcard
and today remains the second most popular
sending location—first place goes to Brighton,
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with Bournemouth in third place.
Postcards very quickly enjoyed for
showcasing places that were unfamiliar to
many, and soon expanded to cover different
subjects, such as landmarks, famous people
and historical events. Even wars and
disasters were featured. From the thirties
humorous postcards with cartoon-like
graphic images also became very popular
in Britain, and some of the saucy seaside
depictions were subject to censorship.
Austria was the first country to publish and
send postcards in 1869, but it was not the
first to come up with the idea, which had
originated a few years earlier in Germany.
In Canada the postcard was established by
1871 and in the United States the official
introduction dates from two years later.
Advertising first appeared on postcards in
1872 in Great Britain.
Postcards were not just for sending through
the mail system, soon becoming collector’s
items, as well as souvenirs for travellers.
After philately (stamp collecting) and

numismatics (coin collecting), postcard
collecting, known as deltiology, is today
the third most popular hobby globally.
The first recorded postcard was sent by
writer and practical joker Theodore Hook in
1840. It sold at auction for £31,750 in 2002.
Cheap to purchase and send and quick and
easy to write, was the main attraction and
popularity of the postcard era. Receiving
a short message from a loved one from
another part of the country—or from
another country—ensured postcard sending
remained popular for many years. Now
receiving a vacation “wish you were
here” message, sadly no longer holds the
thrill it once did. A tweet, the present day
equivalent, relays the same message in
seconds to anywhere in the world. At its
peak, known as the golden age of postcards,
two million were sent every day between
1905 and 1915 in Britain. In a period that
saw seven mail deliveries a day, it was
possible to send one in the morning and
have it arrive the same day, giving today’s
delivery services a run for their money!

